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ABSTRACT 

When the thickness of a magnetic layer is comparable to (or smaller than) the electron 

mean free path, the interface between magnetic and non-magnetic layers becomes 

very important factor to determine magnetic properties of the ultra-thin films. The 

quality of interface can enhance (or reduce) the desired properties. Several interesting 

physical phenomena were studied using these interface effects. 

The magnetic anisotropy of ultra-thin Co films is studied as function of non

magnetic underlayer thickness and non-magnetic overlayer materials using ex situ 

Brillouin light scattering (BLS). I observed that perpendicular maguctic anisotropy 

(PMA) increases with underlayer thickness and saturates after 5 ML. This saturation 

can be understood as a relaxation of the in-plane lattice parameter of Au(lll) on 

top of Cu(lll) to its bulk value. For the overlayer study, Cu. Al. and Au are used. 

An Au overlayer gives the largest PMA due to the largest in-plane latticc misniatch 

between Co and Au. An unusual effect was found by adding an additional layer on 

top of the .A.U overlayer. An additional Al capping layer on top of the Au overlayer 

reduces the PMA significantly. The possible explanation is that the misfit strain at 

the interface between the Al and the Au can be propagated through the Au Uu-er to 

affect the magnetic properties of Co even though the in-plane lattice mismatch is less 

than 1%. 

Another interesting problem in interface interdifFusion and thermal stability in 

magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) structures is studied using X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy- (XPS). Since XPS is a very chemically sensitive technique, it allows 

us to monitor interface interdifFusion of the MT.J structures as-deposited and during 

post-deposition processing. For the plasma-oxidized samples. Fe only participates 

in the oxidation reduction process. In contrast to plasma-oxidized samples, there 

were no noticeable chemical shifts as-deposited and during post-deposition process
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ing in air-oxidized samples. However, peak intensity variations were observed due to 

interface interdiffusion. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The magnetic properties of ultra-thin films are very different from those of bulk ma

terials. Also, their properties are very sensitive to neighboring non-magnetic layers. 

These interface effects give rise to new physics and technologically important mag

netic properties. Tlie charticterization of interfaces is extremely important in under

standing the origin of these interesting magnetic properties, which include magnetic 

anisotropy. giant magnetoresistance (GMR). and magnetic tunneling. In this Chap

ter. I provide a motivation to my work by reviewing these examples including their 

technical applications followed by an overview of the organization of this dissertation. 

1.1 Magnetic anisotropy in ultra-tliin films 

The magnetic surface anisotropy is the surface contribution to the auignetic energy, 

which depends on the orientation of magnetization M in the surface. Thus this en

ergy term has to reflect the symmetry of the magnetic system. For hexagonal crystal 

structures hke cobalt, a uniaxial anisotropy (one preferred direction) sufficiently de

scribes the system. Then the anisotropy energ>' per unit volume. E. is expressed as 

follows: 

E = -KaCos-9 (1.1) 

where, I\\ is the anisotropy constant determining the strength of the anisotropy and 0 

is the angle between the magnetization and the film normal. A second-order uniaxial 

anisotropy term (/vi'^cos '^) which is needed in some cases to account for experimental 

observations, is usually very small (< 1/100). By convention, positive values of 

/v'u are used to describe systems in which the preferred direction of magnetization 
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is perpendicular to the film. The anisotropy energy K (defined per imit vohmie) 

includes all contributions from various sources and is therefore sometitries indicated 
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Neel predicted the presence of a surface contribution distinct from that of the bulk 

atoms [2|. In the spirit of XeeFs prediction, the anisotropy constant. A'u is expressed 

by-

K  =  K ' f f  = A; + ̂  (1.2) 

where t is the magnetic film thickness. A'^ is the volume (bulk) contribution and the 

A's terms represent tiie difference between the anisotropy for atoms at either interface 

and atoms in the bulk. Equation 1.2 is commonly used in experimental studies, and 

the determination of K^. and Ks can be obtained by a plot for the product K x t 

versus t. Figure 1.1 shows a tvpical e.xamples of such plot for Co/Pd multihiyers [1], 

The negative slope indicates a negative volume anisotropy A'u. favoring in-plane 
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Ks, favoring perpendicular magnetization. 

1.1.1 Origin of the magnetic anisotropy in ultra-thin films 

Basically, the two sources of the magnetic anisotropy are the magnetic dipolar inter

action and the spin-orbit interaction. Due to its long range character, the dipolar 

interaction generally results in a contribution to the anisotropy which depends on 

the shape of the sample. It is of particular importance in thin films, and is largely 

responsible for the in-plane magnetization usually observed. In general, the dipolar 

anisotropy is given by 

EuipoU = -^ I .\!-Hudv (1.3) 

whore, /.lo is the permeability of vacuum. M is the magnetization. H,i is the demagne

t i z i n g  f i e l d  o f  t h e  f i l m  a n d  V  i s  t h e  v o l u m e  o f  t h e  s a m p l e  [ 3 ] .  F o r  a  t h i n  f i l m .  H j ,  =  M .  

Therefore, the evaluation of this integral of the volume yields 

E ,upote = jM'-cos-e ( l . - l )  

where, the is the saturation magnetization of the film. According to this expres

sion. the prefactor in Ec^uation 1.4. /Zo/2iU; is always positive. Since this prefactor 

corresponds to —K in the general anisotropy expression of Equation 1.1. it contributes 

negatively to the value of K. Thus the shape anisotropy always favors a magnetization 

in the plane of the film. 

In a localized picture the spins are coupled via the spin-orbit interaction to the 

orbits which, in turn, are influenced by the crystal lattice. This is known as the 

magnetocrystalline contribution to the anisotropy. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy was 

first proposed by van Vleck [4]. The simplest case is uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. 

For example, hexagonal cobalt exlaibits uniaxial anisotropy with stable direction of 

spontaneous magnetization, or easy axis, parallel to the c-axis of the crystal at room 

temperature. As the magnetization rotates away from the c-axis. the anisotropy 
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energy initially increase with 6 .  the angle between the c-axis and the magnetization 

vector, then reaches a maximum value at 0 = 90°, and decreases to its original value at 

Q = 180°. In other words, the anisotropy energy is minimum when the magnetization 

points in either the + or — direction along the c-axis. Therefore, the anisotropy 

energy due to magnetocrystalline anisotropy can be expressed iis follows: 

The values of and AI"' for cobalt at 15 °C are 4.53 x 10*^ erg/cm^ and 1.44 x 

10'' erg/cm"^, respectively [3], 

Another source of anisotropy that can be attributed to the nuignotocn'stalline 

anisotropy is magnetoelastic anisotropy. Magnetoelastic anisotropy is results from 

strain in a magnetic film. The energy per unit volume associated with this effect can. 

for an elastically isotropic medium with isotropic magnetostriction, be written as [5|. 

where, A„i is the magnetostriction constant, .4 is the elastic modulus of the material, 

e is the strain and 9 is the angle between the direction of stress {a = e.4) and the 

magnetization. The magnetostriction constant /\,„ can be either positive or negative. 

Strain (e) in films can be induced by various sources. Among them is thermal 

strain associated with differences in thermal expansion coefficients, and intrinsic strain 

brought about by the nature of the deposition process. Of particular interest in this 

thesis, is strain due to the lattice mismatch between adjacent layers. The detailed 

results will be described in Chapter 3. There are the several articles and books 

regarding the origin of the magnetic anisotropy [5, 6, 7]. 

Emca = R'u^sin-d + Klf^sin^d. (1.5) 

^rnc — ^Xm-'^^COS'd (l.G) 
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1.2 Magnetic tunnel junctions 

1.2.1 Spin-dependent tunneling 

Spin-dependent tunneling between ferromagnetic materials lias recently been gener

ating much attention not only because of its fundamental interest due to the quantum 

mechanical tunneling phenomena but also its potential applications in nanostructurcd 

memory device, e.g., nonvolatile magnetic random access memory (MRAM) cells [S. 9] 

and in low-power magnetic field sensors [10. 11|. The magnetoresistance (MR) val

ues of magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) structures can be considerably higher than for 

the state-of-the-art spin valve structures based on GMR structures [12]. resulting in 

lower power consumption but higher sensitivity. .\ planar tunnel junction consists of 

two ferromagnetic layers separated by a thin (< 2 nm) homogeneous insulating spacer 

layer. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of a MT.J structure. Changes in the relative ori

Top FM 

TuDoel 
/Barrier 

.Bottum FM 

Substrate 

Figure 1.2. A Schematic of the crossed electrode geometry tunnel junction showing the 
current-voltage connections for resistance measurement [13]. 
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entation of the magnetization of the ferromagnetic films causes a resistance variation 

which is due to the change in the tunneling probability between the ferromagnetic 

electrodes. 

The polarization of the tunneling current originates from the Zeeman splitting of 

the density of states of the spin-up and spin-down conduction electrons in the fer

romagnetic electrode. Julliere first observed the tunneling magnotoresistance (TMR) 

effect with a value of 16% at 4.2 K in an Fe/Ge/Co trilayer and proposed a model 

based on electron spin polarization more than two decades ago [14]. It is only re

cently that one has been able to grow junctions with reproducible characteristics and 

significant changes in the magnetoresistance (~ 20%) at room temperature [1.5. 16). 

According to his proposed model, the change in the tunneling resistance is given 

by [14] 

rn Rp -P1P2 n " mu; ^rnin j 
TMR = — =  n  -•]—5-p Pi,2 = , 0  1 . ,  • (l.<) 

where. Rp and Ra are the resistance with magnetization of the ferromagnetic layers 

parallel and antiparallel. Pi and P-i are the conduction electron spin polarization 

of the two ferromagnetic layers based on spin-polarized tunneling experiments by 

Meservey and Tedrow [17. 18]. The measured spin-polarization values for the various 

magnetic materials are listed in Table 1.1. density of states majority 

(minority) electrons. Note that in the literature tunnel junction magnetoresistance 

(.JMR) is often expressed using the following definition: 

T-vm - Ra — Rp 2Pifo 

The relation between TMR and JMR is as follows; 

In this thesis, I will quote all the results in terms of TMR. 
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TABLE 1.1. Measured spin polarization values for various magnetic materials [19, 20j. The 
quality of the interface between the ferromagnet and the insulator plays a crucial role in 
the value of the measured polarization. 

Material Ni Co Fe NigoFeoQ CosgFeso Cos.|Fei6 

Polarization*"' 23% 35% 40% 32% — — 

New values 33%"*) 45%(''' 44% 48%''^' 51%('^' 49%^'^) 

'"'From Reference [21] 

('"Films grown in MBE system (J.S. Moodera et at. unpublished) 

van de Veerdonk. J.M. Moodera, W..I.M. de Jonge, 1997 ICMFS Conf. digests l.5th. pp. 

74-7.5 

All the measured TMR values are always less than the calculated values based 

on .Julliere model. This seems obvious since his model did not consider the details 

of the structure of the interfaces between the ferromagnetic eloctrodcs. bias voltage 

dependence, temperature dependence, and etc. However, his model still sets an up

per hmit for TMR when adopting the updated polarization values. Moodera et al. 

addressed several factors contributed to MT.] structures in his review articles [19. 20]. 

The main obstacles to achieving high quality junction structures are interface quality 

and barrier layer formation. Moodera et al. [22] also pointed out that the tunneling 

electrons come from the top one to the two monolayers of ferromagnetic electrodes. 

Therefore, the ferromagnetic/insulator interface cleanliness and polarization nf intor-

facial magnetic layer as well as the ciuality of the barrier are the major factors that 

influence the MR. 

There are many other issues regarding these strttctures such as bias voltage de

pendence. barrier layer thickness, temperature dependence, material consideration, 

and nano-scale fabrication. There are many reviews related to those issues in MT.J 

structures [19, 20, 23, 24]. 
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1.2.2 Application for the magnetic tunnel junction structure 

For device applications, it is desired to have stable structures during annealing pro

cesses. Several standard CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor) pro

cess steps occur at or above 400 °C. For the integration of MRAM technology with 

current CMOS technolog}-, the thermal stability of these MTJ-based MRAM struc

tures is crucial. 

The annealing temperature dependence of MR and the resistance-area product 

(RA) are shown in Figure 1.3. Tvpically, MR increases dramatically and RA product 

decreases slightly after a low-temperature anneal. .\t temperatures above 300 °C. MR 

degrades as resistance increases. The finite RA. even after 400 °C anneal indicates 

that there still exists tunneling. Clearly, there are changes occurring in the tunnel 
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FIGURE 1.3. The effect of annealing on the MR and RA of MTJ material [25]. Each data 
point represents the average of about ten die across a wafer. 
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barrier or interfaces with the barrier that strongly impact the properties of the spin-

dependent tunneling. 

Sousa et al. have also studied the effect of annealing on MR [26]. Figure 1.4 

shows the Gaussian fits to the AI (a) and 0 (b) peaks from Rutherford backscattering 

(RBS) analysis of the .\10i layer of the sample described in Reference [26]. The Al 

peaks are symmetric at all anneal temperatures, and their positions are not shifted 

by the annealing process, indicating that there is no migration of Al atoms during 

heat treatment. The as-deposited oxygen peak is asynunetric indicating a richer 
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FIGURE 1.4. Gaussian curve fits to the aluminum (a) and o.Kj'gen (b) peaks obtained by 
Rutherford backscattering analysis, for as-deposited junctions, and for junctions annealed 
at 150 and 200 °C [26]. 
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oxygen content near the interface of the AlOi with the top electrode (closer to the 

surface of the samples, therefore at higher channel number). Alternatively, some 

oxv-gen may have diffused into the electrode near the surface. This asymmetry is 

almost disappeared after annealing at 150 °C, and has completely disappeared for 

anneals above 200 °C. Their TMR measurements also showed the maximum (36.5%) 

after 230 °C annetil. The observed TMR increases with anneal temperatures may 

be associated with an interface effect, affecting the electrode polarization near the 

interface. This anneal temperature dependence of MR is also very important for 

the potential applications. For the CMOS compatibility, the tunnel junction should 

withstand thermal treatment up to 400 - 450 °C in forming gas. to heal transistor 

damage due to plasma processing. 

To better understand the changes that occur near the interfaces in the tunnel 

junction during the initial low-temperature anneal. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) experiments are performed on simplified TMR structures. The detailed results 

will be described in Chapter 4. 

Other issues for device application is obtaining uniform RA and low junction resis

tance. For the uniform RA, it is essential to have the optimization of the barrier layer 

formation to ensure minimal unoxidized Al. while preventing oxidation of the under

lying electrode. Several oxidation methods have been explored including exposure to 

air: reactive sputtering; plasma oxidation with plasma source; plasma oxidation with 

power introduced from the target side; and plasma o.xidation with power introduced 

from the substrate side. [11. 25, 27, 28, 29]. The results show that all techniques can 

be made to work. Plasma o.xidation is favored due to its simplicity and manufacturing 

compatibility. 
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1.3 Overview of this dissertation 

In this dissertation, I describe my research on the interface effects in ultra-thin films. 

In Chapter 2. I explain the sample preparation and analysis techniques of my work. 

The study of magnetic anisotropy of ultra-thin Co films due to different interfaces 

(underlayer and overlayer) is presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4. I address inter

face interdiffusion and thermal stability problems in magnetic tunnel junction (MT.J) 

structures using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Finally. I summarize my 

studies in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND GROWTH TECHNIQUES 

In this chapter, I describe sample preparation and growth techniques for the thin 

films used for this thesis. In the first part of this chapter, I discuss sample preparation 

methods and the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) systems used to make most of the 

samples in this study. In the later part of this chapter. I briefly detail reflection 

high-energj' electron diffraction (RHEED) and scanning tunnel microscopy (STM) 

techniques used for growth morphology studies. 

2.1 Molecular beam epitaxy systems 

2.1.1 Perkin-Elmer system 

For the Brillouin light scattering (BLS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

studies, I used a modified Perkin-Elmer 433-S molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) sys

tem. A schematic of this system is shown in Figure 2.1. This particular system con

sists of four chambers: introduction, growth, analysis and SMOKE (surface magneto-

optic Kerr effect) chamber, and is designed for 3-inch diameter substrates. Substrates 

are loaded through the introduction chamber, which is pumped by four sorption 

pumps and a cryo pump (CTI Crj'o-Torr 100 [30]). Following an hour pump down in 

this chamber, the substrate is transferred to the SMOKE chamber, which is equipped 

with two PHI ion pumps [31], and finally to the growth chamber for deposition. In the 

growth chamber, there are three different types of pumping systems: a cryo pump, a 

titanium subUmation pump, and an ion pump. For the various in situ analytical char

acterizations, samples may be transferred to the analysis chamber from the SMOKE 

chamber. The pumping scheme for this system allows for typical background pres
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FIGL'RE 2.1. Modified Perkin-Elmer 433-S MBE system. 

sures of 4 X 10"^° Torr, 3 x 10"^^ Torr, 9 x 10"^° Torr, and 1 x 10~® Torr in the 

growth, analysis, SMOKE, and introduction chambers, respectively. 

The growth chamber of the Perkin-Elmer system is equipped with several sources 

for depositing materials: two Temescal [32] SFIH 270-2 single-pocket electron beam 

evaporators (Ta and Cu), one Leybold [33] ESV-6 four-pocket electron beam evap

orator (Co, Al, Au. and Ni), and three effusion cells (Fe, Mg, and Ag). The de

position rate of the electron beam evaporators is held constant by active feedback 

from an Inficon Sentinel III deposition controller [33], which used electron impact 

emission spectroscopy (EIES) to monitor the flux. The electron guns are powered 
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by a Temescal [32] CV-8 (10 kV, 8 kW) power supply. For the effusion, cells, the 

deposition rate is regulated by holding constant temperature using a Micristar-828 

from Research Inc. [34]. All the rate controls are periodically verified with calibra

tion samples deposited for known times and measured by Rutherford backscattering 

spectroscopy (RBS) or low-angle X-ray diffrciction. 

This system also includes a variety of analytical equipment which will provide var

ious in sifAL characterizations of the sample. In the SMOKE chamber, an externally 

mounted electromagnet allows polar magneto-optic Kerr effect (pMOKE) measure

ments [I]. In the analysis chamber, chemical analysis of the top few monolayers of a 

film can be performed using XPS (X-ray pliotoelectron spectroscopy) or .-\ES (.A.uger 

electron spectroscopy). The graphite heater mounted in the sample holder allows 

annealing of the sample up to 800 °C without breaking vacuum. .Also, the chamber 

is equipped with an Ar"^-ion gun for depth profile analysis. In the growth chamber, 

surface crystal structure is monitored by RHEED and LEED (low-energy electron 

diffraction). For the in situ resistance measurements, a retractable spring-loaded 

four-point probe is also mounted in the growth chamber. 

2.1.2 BLS/STM molecular beam epitaxy system 

Another MBE system is used for the morphology- study. This MBE system, which 

is relatively new, currently has three chambers: introduction, growth and an STM 

chamber. .An additional chamber for in situ Brillouin light scattering (BLS) exper

iments along with longitudinal and polar Kerr experiments will be added to this 

system. A schematic of this MBE system is shown in Figure 2.2. This system is de

signed for smaller substrates (3/8 x 1/2 inches) than that of the Perkin-Elmer MBE 

system, which can take a 3-inch wafer. The introduction chamber is used for loading 

samples from air and is pumped with three sorption pumps and a cryo pump (CTI 

Cryo-Torr 100 [30]), which achieve a vacuum of « 10~® Torr within an hour. Then 
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FIGURE 2.2. BLS/STM MBE System. 

the substrate is transferred to tlie growth chamber pumped b\' a PHI ion pump [31]. 

In addition to tlie ion pump, the growth chamber also has a titanium sublimation 

pump (TSP). Therefore, the typical background pressure of the growth chamber is 

maintained at as 1 x 10"Torr. 

The growth chamber is equipped with a single pocket electron beam gun (Thermion-

ics HCF-15 [35]), which is powered by a Thermionics SEB-06 (6 kVV, 10 kV) power 

supply. The deposition rate of the electron beam evaporator is held constant by active 

feedback from an Inficon deposition controller XTC/2 [33]. The growth chamber also 

contains two high temperature effusion cells (EPI-IO-HT-SP [36]) which accommo

date thermal evaporation of materials with melting points below 2000 °C. The effusion 

cells rates are controlled by regulation of the temperature [37] to ± 0.1 °C. Rate con

trol was also periodically verified with calibration samples deposited for known times 
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and measured by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) or low-angle X-ray 

diffraction. This system also has a STAIB EK-20-RS RHEED (20 kV) system [38] 

for real time surface crystal structure evaluation and an Omicron UHV AFM/STM 

system [39] for in situ morpholog}- studies. For the m situ resistance measurement, a 

retractable spring-loaded four-point probe is also mounted in the growth chamber. 

To maximize the stability for STM measurements, the whole MBE system is mounted 

on a Kinetic Systems 1219 Pendulum Isolation Platform [40]. 
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2.2 Sample preparation for Brillouin light scattering mea
surements 

In this section, I detail deposition materials and parameters, sample preparation 

methods and geometry for the Brillouin light scattering experiments. 

2.2.1 Substrate preparation 

All the samples prepared for the BLS experiments were grown using 3-inch non-

miscut Si(lll) wafers in the Perkin-Elmer MBE system. Before putting a substrate 

into the vacuum chamber (introduction chamber), it was inmiersed in a 29c HF (hy

drofluoric acid) solution for 2 minutes to remove the native silicon oxide. After 

an hour pumping in the introduction chamber, the substrate was brought into the 

growth chamber through the SMOKE chamber. The Si(lll) substrate was annealed 

at 750 °C for 10 minutes to remove any remaining oxide. Hydrogen and residue in 

the growth chamber. To maintain thermal ec[uilibrium. the substrate was rotated (12 

FIGURE 2.3. RHEED image of (a) Si(lll) 7 x7 reconstructed surface and (b) 40 A Cu(lll) 
surface. The images are taken at room temperature. 
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RPM). During the anneahng, RHEED was employed in situ to monitor the surface 

quaUty. After the annealing, the 7x7 Si(lll) surface reconstruction was checked 

by LEED and RHEED. This 7x7 reconstruction pattern indicates a high qualit}'. 

impurity-free Si(lll) surface. After the substrate had cooled to room temperature, 

a 40 A thick Cu buffer layer was deposited with substrate rotation (12 RPM) for 

uniform deposition through entire wafer. Without substrate rotation during deposi

tion, there exists 10% thickness variation between a center and an edge. Figure 2.3 

shows the typical RHEED image of the (a) Si(lll) 7 x 7 reconstructed surface and 

(b) Cu(lll) surface. The images are taken in Perkin-Elmer MBE system at room 

temperature. According to the RHEED study, Si(lll) showed 6-folds degeneracy 

and Cu(lll) grows 30° offset in Si(lll) surface, 

2.2.2 Sample geometry for Brillouin light scattering (BLS) 

The step-wedged samples were fabricated using a computer-controlled step-movable 

shutter on the top of the Cu(lll) surface to ensure identical deposition condition. 

Schematic drawings of the typical BLS sample structures are shown in Figure 2.4. The 

substrates used in this study are mostly non-miscut Si(lll) wafer. Few 4°-miscut 

Si(lll) wafers used to examine substrate effect. 

A tj-pical sample had 5 steps over 1 inch. Therefore, each step is 0.2 inch which is 

much larger than the 0.1 mm diameter LASER spot used in the BLS measurements. 

During step-wedged sample preparation, substrate is fixed. The thickness variation 

without rotation is less then 5% over the 1 inch area. A tliin .Au layer (1 ~ 3 ML: 

1 ML = 2.36 A) was used as the underlayer in the most of the samples to enhance 

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) of the following ultra-thin Co magnetic 

layer. On the top Co (111) surface, various overlayers (Au, Cu. or Al) were deposited 

for the ex situ BLS measurements. These overlayers are ver}' important to avoid any 

possible contamination of magnetic Co layer. The tvpical thickness of the overlayer 
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FIGURE 2.4. Schematic drawing of typical BLS W^DGE sample structure. 

is around 35 A, which is thought be enough for protecting oxidation of magnetic 

underlayer. Additional non-magnetic layers, which I will call capping layers were 

deposited on the top of the overlayers to e.xamine the effect of magnetic anisotropy 

due to the presence of capping layer. 

TABLE 2.1. Materials and deposition parameters. 

Tj-pical Typical T\-pical 

Material Purity Deposition Background Monolaver Melting 
(%) Rate Pressure Deposition Point 

(A/sec) (Torr) Time (sec/ML) RC) 

Cu 99.9999 0.4 8 X 10"^° 5 1085 

Au 99.999 0.1 2 X 10"^ 23.6 731 

Co 99.9999 0.1 1 X IQ-^ 20.04 1495 

Al 99.9999 0.1 1 X 10"^ 23.6 661 

Gapping layw_^ 

Overlayer 

Au underlayer 

Cu 40 A buffer layer 

Si (111) substrate 
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All the samples in this BLS study were deposited using electron beam evaporation 

in the Perkin-Elmer MBE system. The typical deposition rates were 0.4 A/sec (Cu), 

0.1 A/sec (Au) and 0.1 A/sec (Co), respectively which were determined with an 

absolute accuracy within ± 10% using RBS. In Table 2.1, the materials used are 

listed, along with their purity, typical deposition rate, and background pressure during 

deposition. 
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2.3 Reflection high-energy electron diffraction analysis 

Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHHED) is a very powerful in situ char

acterizing tool for examining the structure of a substrate surface and for monitoring 

the surface crystal structure and the crystallographic orientation of thin films dur

ing their gTowth. A diagram of the RHEED geometry on our Perkin-Elmer 433-S 

MBE system is shown in Figure 2.5. The electron gun used is PHI model 06-190 

10 kV RHEED gun. and the scattered beam collected through a CCD camera and 

frame-grabber [41]. The angle between substrate and the electron beam is about 0.5°. 

Because of its glancing angle geometry, there are several advantages when character

izing a sample with RHEED. First, all the eciuipments are positioned where they do 

not shadow the sample, since the grazing incident and diffracted angles are very small. 

Thus, this technique can be applied during deposition. Secondly, again because of the 

grazing angles present. RHEED is truly a surface-sensitive techniciue. Although an 

electron beam with an energj' typically used in RHEED (5 ~ 50 keV) will penetrate 

through more than 200 of most materials, the grazing incident angle results in a 

penetration depth perpendicular to the surface of less than 10 A after refraction [5]. 

Finally. RHEED provides immediate and continuous information about the sample 

surface. 

Phosphor 
Screen 

Electron Gun 0.5° 
Sample 

n 

I W 

L= 12 inch 

FIGURE 2.5. Diagram of RHEED geometry (side view). 
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FIGURE 2.6. RHEED image of a .-\.u(lll) surface (a) and its Hue profilo (b). 

In this work, I apply this RHEED technique mainly to examine surface quality 

during growth and in-plane lattice parameter of the epitaxial samples. Figure 2.6 

shows (a) RHEED image of Au(lll) surface and (b) its line profile. The distance 

(screen position, W) between the specular beam maximum on the center and the 

diffracted beam maximum on the right (or left) is inversely proportional to the surface 

lattice spacing measured transverse to the electron beam direction. From these line 

profiles, the reciprocal lattice rods (which is equal to the magnitude of the in-plane 

al) can be determined using following expression [42, 43], 

27rtF 

~ ALA/ 
(2.1) 

where, W is the diffraction streak (or spot) spacing, L is the distance from the sample 

to the RHEED screen (12 inch in Perkin-Elmer MBE system), A is the wavelength 

of the electrons, and M is camera magnification. The factor of 2n appears when 

converting from reciprocal space to real space. 
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In general, the surface of the films is described by two lattice vectors [42]; 

_ 27rao X n 
= i:—£ 

a i -  a - T  X  n  
(2.2) 

„ 27rn X Si 
Qo ~ "Z II II 

ai • ao 'x n 
(•2.3) 

The Si's and the a*'s are the basis vectors of the real and reciprocal nets, respectively, 

a is a unit vector normal to the surface. Since all the samples were grown ultra-thin 

films with a (111) surface plane in the case of face-centered cubic (FCC) crystals, or 

(0001) for hexagonal closed-packed (HCP) crystals, the two basis vectors. Si and a-i 

are the same magnitude, a. and an angle of 120° between them [44|. In this case, the 

magnitude of the real space basis vector has the following 

relations to that of reciprocal space basis vector. Therefore, the in-plane lattice 

parameter, a can be calculated from 

For the practical point of view, however, the screen position. I t '  is the only pa

rameter to determine in-plane lattice spacing. This simplicity comes from the fact 

that the diffraction streak spacing of the thick film such as substrate allows us to 

determine the L. A, and M since its in-plane lattice spacing is the same as that of 

bulk. Therefore, the ISmatenail can be calculated using the following expression: 

where. {Sreferencel is known from its bulk value, and Wmateriai and Wr^ference are mea

sured values. The details of the RHEED technique can be found elsewhere [5, 42, 43. 

45, 46]. 

lOmatenall — l^'re/erei 

material 

(2.6) 
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2.4 Scanning tunneling microscopy 

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a high-spatial-resolution techniciue capable 

of real-space electronic and spectroscopic imaging of surfaces and interfaces on a scale 

that extends to atomic dimensions [47]. The STM was first invented by Gerd Binning 

and Hienrich Rohrer in 1981 at IBM Ziirich Laboratories. This invention lead them 

to receive the Noble Prize in physics. 

A schematic of a typical STM is shown in Figure 2.7. When the tip is brought 

within about 10 A of the sample using piezoelectric positioners, electrons from the 

sample begin to "tunnel" through the gap into the tip or vice versa, depending upon 

the sign of the bias voltage. The resulting tunnel current varies with tip-to-sample 

spacing, and it is the signal used to create an STM image (for example see Figure 2.8). 

For this thesis. I used an Omicron UHV STM/AFM [39] with constant-current mode. 

control voltages 

tunneling 
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amplifier 

tunneling 
voltage 

control voltages for piezotube 

tunneling 
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amplifier and scanning unit 

data processing 
and display 

f \ 

\ J 

FIGURE 2.7. Schematic of scanning tunneling microscopy [48]. 
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In constant-current mode, STMs use feedback to keep the tunnel current constant 

by adjusting the height of the scanner at each measurement point. For example, 

when the system detects an increase in tunnel current, it adjusts the voltage applied 

to the piezoelectric scanner to increase the distance between the tip and the sam

ple. For tunnehng to take place, both the sample and the tip must be conductors or 

semiconductors. Unlike AFM (atomic force microscopy), STM cannot image insula

tors and higher-resistivity semiconductor thin films. Also, surface roughness provides 

some limitations, because the instrumentation cannot respond to larger changes in 

the topography. 

Polycrystalline tungsten wire is used for preparing a very sharp and conducting 

tip by electro-chemical etching. The schematic of the STM tip is shown in Figure 2.9. 

OLOO nm OLOO nm 

FIGURE 2.8. STM image of Si(lll) 7x7 taken in Omicron UHV STM/AFM in oiu lab. 
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FIGURE 2.9. Schemcitic of scanning tun- FIGURE 2.10. Scanning electron mi-
neling microscopy tip [49]. croscopy (SEM) image of tungsten STM tip 

made by electro-chemical etching. 

Figure 2.10 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a typical STM 

tip. which was made from polycrystalline tungsten wire in our lab. The typical set 

parameters for the tip fabrication is listed in Table 2.2. The detailed tip preparation 

method can be found in the Omicron etching kit user manual [50]. The etching recipe 

used for this work is listed in Appexndix A . 

T.\BLE 2.2. STM tip etching recipe using DC threshold cutoff method. 

Solution 20 g N'aOH per 100 ml 

de-ionized (DI) water 

Ring electrode stainless steel, diameter app. 36 mm 

thickness 0.55 mm to 1.0 mm 

DC voltage (V) 8 

(mA) ~ 61 

^threshold (l^lA) 3 

Duration time (min) ~ 11 
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Chapter 3 

ENHANCEMENT OF MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY ON CO 

Magnetic anisotropy is the magnetic contribution to the energy- which depends on the 

orientation of magnetization. Several techniques are available for measuring the 

magnetic anisotropy, including torque magnetometry [51]. Brillouin hght scattering 

(BLS) [52, 53], magnetic resonance, and magnetization curves [1. 43]. For my work. 

I applied the BLS technique to examine the effect on the magnetic anisotropy of 

ultra-thin Co films of varying the film thickness, interface materials. 

The spin-wave BLS technique is a very useful tool for studying long-wavelength 

spin-wave e.xcitations, since the wavelength of the spin-wave detected by this scatter

ing is comparable with that of the visible light used for the excitation, that is. several 

hundred nanometers. In addition, the sensitivity of the light scattering is sufficient 

for the detection of the spin-waves in ultra-thin films less than a few monolayers 

thick [54]. BLS has proved to be an important and informative tool for the explo

ration of magnetic excitations in buried systems such as built in device structures [55]. 

Several comprehensive reviews [56, 57, 58] and a book [59] have been devoted to this 

magnetic anisotropy subject using BLS. 

In the first part of this chapter, I describe the basic physics of BLS and the 

experimental setup used in this study. The enhancement of magnetic anisotropy 

on Co based ultra-thin films caused by film thickness, metallic interfaces, different 

substrates, and remote layers will be discussed in the second part of this chapter. 

The part of contents of this chapter is based on the conference presentations [60. 61]. 
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3.1 Brillouin light scattering in ultra-thin magnetic films 

BLS is the scattering of hght from thermally excited phonons. magnons (spin-wave) 

and other excitations. The typical frequency shift in a BLS experiment is about 10"^ 

of the incident light frequency (~ 10^^ Hz) and the intensity of this inelastic scattered 

light is of the order of 10~'° of the elastically scattered light. Recent improvements 

in the sensitivity and resolution of BLS experiments by Sandercock [62] cillowed us to 

study elastic and magnetic properties in opaque materials. 

3.1.1 Calculation of the light scattering from thermal magnons in ultra-

thin magnetic films 

Spin-waves (or magnons) are elementary excitations that occur in ordered magnetic 

materials. The characteristics of the spin-waves in any particular material depend 

on the nature of the interactions and on the type of magnetic ordering. In a large 

external DC magnetic field, the magnetic moments in ferromagnetic materials will 

align along the direction of the applied field. Due to thermal fluctuations, however, the 

moments are displaced from equilibrium and precess about their equilibrium position. 

Because of the interaction between magnetic moments, the phase of the precession 

can only vary smoothly between neighboring spins, giving rise to a thermally excited 

propagating wavelike perturbation of the precession phase, referred to as a spin-wave, 

shown in Figure 3.1. 

For a thin magnetic layer of thickness d tj-pically smaller than S: 30 A the only ac

cessible spin-wave mode in a Brillouin light scattering experiment {uj/2~ < lOOGHz) 

is the Damon-Eshbach mode [63]. This Damon-Eshbach mode is a surface mode, i.e., 

the mode energj- is localized near the film surface and the precession amplitude decays 

perpendicular to the film. This surface mode frequency can be calculated by solving 

the Landau-Lifshitz equation of motion (or torque equation) for the magnetization. 
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H 

FIGURE 3.1. Schematic of spin-wave. 

which can be written as 
l ^ M  

7 dt 
= M X H e f f .  (3.1) 

In this equation. 7 = gle|/(2mec) is the gjTomagnetic ratio of the magnetic mate

rial, M is the magnetization, and HE// is the effective magnetic field acting on the 

magnetization. This effective magnetic field can be obtained from solving following 

equation: 
dE 

(3.2) 
aM 

where, E is the empirical free energy of the system. This empirical free euerg\- can 

include contributions due to the apphed magnetic field, static shape demagnetizing 

field, exchange, magnetic anisotropv. magnetic damping energ\'. In this thesis. I sim

ply include the Zeeman energy- which is due to the external magnetic field, the demag

netization energy due to the dipole-dipole interaction, and the imiaxial anisotropy 

energ}- due to the spin-orbit coupling to fit the measured spin-wave frequencies, 

shown in Equation 3.3. 

E = -HMsCosO -f- {2'M;)sin-9 - {Kl^hin-9 + (3.3) 

where, and are the first and second order uniaxial anisotropy constants, 

respectively. The external field H is applied along the film plane and 9 is the angle 
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of the saturation magnetization, Ms with respect to the film plane. In this definition, 

a positive value of each anisotropy constant indicates a preferred perpendicular ori

entation for the magnetization. The equiUbrium position of M is derived by taking 

the angular differential of Equation 3.3. For a given equilibrium distribution. I can 

calculate the effective magnetic field which will give spin-wave frequencies with few 

adjustable physical fitting parameters such as 7. h'uK and /vl"' [64]. In this cal

culation, I used the bulk magnetization value for Co (1422 emu/cm'^). An effective 

magnetization density is also defined as 

{A-D^.\hUf = - 2KIP/M, (3.4) 

where. Dj., the effective demagnetizing factor is numerically calculated for a fee (111) 

or hep (0001) plane [65. 66. 67]. If the effective magnetization density is negative. 

is oriented perpendicular to the film plane in zero external magnetic field and tis 

the applied field is increased. A/,, is dragged down into the sample plane. However, 

for external fields larger than |(47rDxA/j)e//l the magnetization is oriented parallel to 

the external magnetic field in the film plane. More detailed spin-wave calculations 

can be found elsewhere [52, 68]. An alternative calculation method, based on the 

simplified ferromagnetic resonance condition [69, 70] is also described in Appendix B. 

3.1,2 BLS measurement system 

The BLS system used in this work was based on the initial design work done by Prof. 

Akihiro Murayama of Tohoku University when he was a visiting scholar in our group. 

Figure 3.2 shows the schematic diagram of the entire BLS system used in this 

study. A frequency-doubled continuous wave NdiYAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) 

LASER [71] with a wavelength of 532 nm (green) and output power of 200 mW was 

used as an input hght source. This LASER has a coherence length of more than 

150 m and ± 3% long term stability. The typical beam diameter is 0.7 mm and 

the line-width is less than 2 MHz. The 92% of the linearly and vertically polarized 
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beam from the LASER directed into smaller quartz prism and a small fraction (~ 

8%) of the incident beam reflected from glass slide was used as a reference light for 

the interferometer stabilization. After passing through the quartz prism, the LASER 

beam was reflected 90° and directed through the center of a Nikon camera lens having 

a focal length of 50 mm and a maximum aperture of 4L7 mm (/-number of L2: actual 

setting for the experiment is 2.). The sample was mounted on an x. y. z translation 

stage to adjust the beam focal position on the sample surface. 

The water-cooled GMW-3470 45MM Electromagnet [72] was placed along one of 

the sample axes. Therefore, the field was applied in the sample plane and normal to 

the incident plane. This magnet produced a D. C. magnetic field up to 11 kOe at the 

sample position using a Bipolar Kepco (BOP72-6M-4882) power supply [73]. The 
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magnet gap was 10 mm and the diameter of the each pole piece was 20 mm. For the 

field calibration, a Bell gaussmeter (F.W. Bell 4048) was used with the gaussmeter 

probe located at the sample position. Field control was integrated into computer by 

means of a D/A converter. 

The Nikon camera lens used to focus the incident beam was also used to collect 

scattered light (typical /-number was 2 for most of the experiments). The back 

scattered light (see the inset Figure 3.2) from the sample passed through the polar

izer. which has an extinction ratio of 1 x 10""'. The polarization of scattered light 

from magnetic waves is rotated by 90° with respect to the polarization of the incident 

beam [52]. This intrinsic property allowed us to determine the origin of the spectrum, 

whether it was coming from phonons or magnons. The light was then passed through 

an achromatic lens (350 mm focal length) to focus the beam in the entrance pinhole 

(PI) of the interferometer. There were two adjustable mirrors between the achro

matic lens and the pinhole for steering the focused beam through entrance pinhole of 

interferometer. The typical pinhole size for my work was 450 f.tm. A glass slide was 

placed occasionally between second mirror and pinhole to check the alignment of the 

interferometer. 

The tandem 6-pass (3 -i- 3) Fabry-Perot interferometer designed by .J.R. Sander-

cock [62] was used in this work. Basically, this interferometer consists of two Fabry-

Perot etalons with a single translation stage for scanning both interferometers si

multaneously. One Fabry-Perot (FPl) was seated parallel to the scanning axis with 

spacing Li and the other Fabry-Perot (FP2) was placed at the angle 6 = 20° with re

spect to the first Fabry-Perot and had spacing Lo = LiCosO. The scanning mirror sits 

on a compound translation stage comprising a deformable parallelogram (for small 

displacement) attached to a crossed roller translation state (for large displacement). 

The latter can be driven by a micrometer screw for obtaining the gross setting of the 

mirror spacing. The interferometer was scanned by means of a piezoelectric trans

ducer acting on the deformable parallelogram. The scanning stage was also mounted 
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on the active vibration isolation system. The stabilization cycle for the tilts of both 

Fabr}--Perots and adjustments of the relative spacing requires 16 successive scans of 

the interferometer. This cycle was repeated during the data collection. The details 

for the interferometer can be found elsewhere [52. 74]. 

Collected photon pulses from the photomultiplier were sent directly into the mul

tichannel scaler (MCS), which was interfaced to a Personal Computer (PC). In the 

actual measurements, the free spectral range (FSR) [75] for the spectra was set at 

either 25 or 37.5 GHz, depending on the spin-wave frequency being measured. The 

accumulation time for each spectrum was about 30 minutes. Figure 3.3 shows a 

typical averaged spin-wave spectrum over 3000 sweeps. 
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3.2 Magnetic anisotropy characterization using BLS 

The measured spin-wave spectrum (see inserted figure in Figure 3.4) shows the sup

pressed reference hght (532 nm in this case) in the center, as well as the up-shifted 

(Stokes) and the down-shifted (anti-Stokes) spin-wave modes due to the thermal 

excitation of the magnetic material. This mode frequency is a function of the exter

nal magnetic field strength for a given sample, which is shown in Figure 3.4. If the 

apphed field is higher than the critical field. the preferred orientation of the mag

netization is in-plane due to the external field. In this case, the spin-wave frec[uency 

shift is linear with respect to the field strength. If the applied field is lower than 

the critical field. He, the spin-wave frequency increases with decreasing field which is 

interpreted as the magnetization inclining from the film plane under a weak external 

field due to the strong perpendicular anisotropy. The crossover field (or critical field) 

He is given by [52j 

H, = (3.5) 

The calculated frequency does not reach zero for H = He because of the dipole and 

exchange contributions in the free energj* expression [68]. 

A larger asymmetry is found in the intensity between Stokes peak and the equiv

alent anti-Stokes peaks in scattering from the samples. This inequivalence might be 

related to the locahzation effect due to the surface. The detailed explanation of this 

cisymmetry in the intensity of Stokes peaks compared to anti-Stokes peaks can be 

found in elsewhere [76]. 

The reliability of BLS measurements and sample quahty is shoum in Figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.5 shows the spin-wave frequency shift as a function of the external field of 

the Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/AU 3 ML/Co 5 ML/Au 35 A sample. The first measurement 

is taken right after sample is exposed to the air, which is shown as squares. After 3 

months, another BLS measurement is taken (see circles in Figure 3.5). The spectrum 

taken after 3 months coincide with that of first measurement. This indicates that 
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FIGURE 3.4. Spin-wave frequency shift as a function of the external magnetic field of 
ultra-thin Co 4 ML (IML = 2.04 A) film sandwiched between .A.u 2 ML (L ML = 2.3G 
A) and Au 35 A. The solid line is the calculated best fit. Inserted figure shows spin-wave 
spcctrum at H = 8.37 kOe. 

BLS measurement is a very reliable technique and the magnetic property of the Co 

film does not degrade with time. 

The magnetic anisotropy of the ultra-thin Co films depends on various things. 

First, by changing the magnetic layer thickness, the magnetization of the ultra-

thin Co film can change its preferred orientation. Also, by introducing different 

non-magnetic interfacial materials and by varying their thicknesses, the magnetic 

anisotropy of the ultra-thin Co layer can be changed. Finally, the interface qualit}-

between the magnetic and non-magnetic layers can also affect magnetic anisotropy. 

In this section, I will detail the magnetic anisotropy of the ultra-thin Co films for dif

ferent Co thicloiess, different substrate morpholog}', different underlayer thicknesses, 

and different overlayer materials and thicknesses. 
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FIGURE 3.5. Spin-wave frequency shift as a function of the external magnetic field of 
ultra-thin Co 5 ML film sandwiched between Au 3 ML and .Au 35 A. Squares show the 
spectrum taken right after sample deposition. Circles show the spectrum taken after 3 
months of exposure to air. The solid line is the calculated best fit. 

3.2.1 Co thickness dependence 

The magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave energy in ultra-thin Co films with 

various thicknesses is studied in this section. It is clear that perpendicular mag

netic anisotropy (PMA) is due to an intrinsic anisotropy mechanism strong enough 

to overcome the extrinsic macroscopic shape anisotropy. which favors an in-plane 

orientation of magnetization. In general, PMA decreases with Co thickness for the 

most of samples, studied in this work. 

Figure 3.6 shows the magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave freciuency of Co 

films grown on top of a Cu(lll) buffer layer. The detailed sample structure is as 

follows; Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/Co X/Au 35 A. For the 3 ML Co sample, spectra below 

the critical field are not available due to the very low intensity and peak broadening. 
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Usually the intensity of the spin-wave scattering is maximized close to the critical 

field. By increasing the Co thickness, the critical field decreases, indicating the PMA 

decreases. It is also observed that /vu^' decreases systematically with Co thickness. 

For the thicker Co films, the intrinsic shape anisotropy contribution increases which 

reduces the overall PMA of the samples. 

It has been reported that inserting a Au underlayer between Cu and Co modifies 

the magnetic anisotropy of the ultra-thin Co film [77]. This modification of the PMA 

due to a Au underlayer might be related to misfit strain at the interface, which will 

be explored later. However, the systematic decrease in the PMA with Co thickness 

is consistent with samples that do not have a Au underlayer. Figure 3.7 shows the 

magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency of the Si(ILL)/Co 40 A/.-\.u 

1 ML/Co A'/Au 35 A sample, where the Co thickness. A', varies from 3 to 6 ML. 

The PMA decretises as Co thickness increases for this sample which is consistent with 

the sample without a Au underlayer. For the samples with different Au underlayer 

thickness, the PMA also decreases as Co thickness. Figure 3.8, 3.9. 3.10. and 3.11 

show the magnetic field dependence of spin-wave frequency of ultra-thin Co films with 

1.5 ML. 2 ML. 2.5 ML, and 3 ML Au underlayer thickness, respectively. The solid 

lines in the figures are the calculated best fit and the dotted lines are a calculation 

made without a A'i"' term [see Eq. 3.3]. It is also clear that the contribution of A'i"' 

appears in the field dependence of the spin-wave frequency below the critical field. 

The detailed fitting parameters are hsted in Table 3.1. 
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TABLE 3.1. Magnetic parameters determined by fitting calculations for Si(lll)/Cu -10 
A/AU/CO/AU 35 A films. 

All underlayer Co thickness (/-factor rAl) r-C-i) 
u Figure 

thickness (ML) (ML) (10®erg/cm^) (lO^erg/cin^) 

0 3 2.213 16.28 0 3.6 

4 2.031 15.01 0.01 

5 1.94 13.11 0.266 

6 2.116 13.34 0.271 

1 3 2.011 16.8 0.253 3.7 

4 2.111 14.3 0.202 

5 2.06 13.43 0.254 

6 2.115 13.11 0.0 

1.5 3 2.2 19.4 0.3 3.S 

4 2.065 16.27 0.361 

5 2.099 15.25 0.153 

6 2.086 14.54 0.129 

2 4 2.046 17.63 0.361 3.9 

5 2.05 16.25 0.266 

6 2.09 15.37 0.128 

2.5 4 1.993 18.54 0.5 3.10 

5 2.024 16.95 0.297 

6 2.074 15.71 0.159 

3 4 2.038 19.18 0.342 3.11 

5 1.991 17.37 0.405 

6 2.051 15.98 0.154 
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FIGURE 3.6. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency for various Co films 
on a Cu(lll) buffer layer. The sample has following structure; Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/Co A'/Au 
35 .4. The solid fines are the calculated best fits and the dotted lines are calculations made 
without a /vi"' term [see Eq. 3.3j. See Table 3.1 for detailed fitting parameters. 
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FIGURE 3.7. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency for various Co films 
with a 1 ML Au underlaver. The solid lines are the calcidated best fits and the dotted lines fey\  
are calculations made without a /Ci" term [see Eq. 3.3|. See Table 3.1 for detailed fitting 
parameters. 
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FIGURE 3.8. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency for various Co films 
with a 1.5 ML .A.u underlaver. The solid lines are the calculated best fits and the dotted 

lines are calculations made without a A'i"' term [see Eq. 3.3]. See Table 3.1 for detailed 
fitting parameters. 
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FIGURE 3.9. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency for various Co films 
with a 2 ML Au underlaver. The solid lines are the calculated best fits and the dotted lines 

are calculations made without a /vT term [see Eq. 3.3]. See Table 3.1 for detailed fitting 
parameters. 
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FIGURE 3.10. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency for various Co films 
with a 2.5 ML Au underlaver. The solid lines are the calculated best fits and the dotted 

lines are calculations made without a Kl' term [see Eq. 3.3]. See Table 3.1 for detailed 
fitting parameters. 
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FIGURE 3.11. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency for various Co films 
with a 3 ML Au underlaver. The solid lines are the calculated best fits and the dotted lines 
are calculations made without a Ku term [see Eq. 3.3]. See Table 3.1 for detailed fitting 
parameters. 
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3.2.2 Substrate effect 

It has been reported that the magnetic anisotropy of the ultra-thin magnetic films 

can be changed by the presence of underlayer step edges. (See Reference [78] and 

references therein) It was also pointed out by Albrecht et al. [79, 80] that the micro-

structures at the surface, like steps, should give rise to additional magnetic surface 

anisotropics. In case of preferentially aligned steps and a high step density, step 

anisotropics can influence and even determine the macroscopic properties of the film. 

This has been experimentally demonstrated for ferromagnetic films grown on vicinal 

Cu and VV surfaces [81. 82. 83). 

The most common types of Si(Ul) wafers used in this study is non-miscut Si(lll). 

However. 4°-miscut Si(Ill) wafers are known as industrial standard. In this section, 

the effect of magnetic anisotropy of the ultra-thin Co films grown on these wafers is 

studied. First, the structural difference between these two wafers is examined using m 

situ structural characterization techniques such as LEED and RHEED. Figure 3.12 

FIGURE 3.12. Room temperature LEED images after 750 °C, 10 minutes annealed (a) 
non-miscut and (b) and 4°-miscut Si(lll) surface. Both images show a closed hexagonal 
array of the bcc structure in reciprocal space, also indicate 7 x 7 Si(lll) surface reconstruc
tion. 



FIGURE 3.13. RHEED images after Cu 40A deposition on (a) Non-miscut Si(lll) 7X7 
substrate and (b) 4°-miscut Si(lll) 7 x 7 substrate. 

shows LEED images of two different Si(lU) surfaces after HF etching and 750 °C 

anneaUng under vacuum. Figure 3.12 (a) shows a room temperature LEED image of 

a non-miscut Si(lll) wafer demonstrating the 7 x 7 reconstructed surface. For the 

4''-miscut wafer, tlie LEED image (see Figure 3.r2(b)) is off ccnter. Since tlic top 

surface is tilted about 4° (one atomic step for every 14 Si atoms, which is about 4"). 

the reflected electron beam is tilted also about 4°. 

After 40 A Cu buffer layer deposition on top of these wafers, the substrate mor

phology is transmitted through buffer layer into the subsequent Co film. Figure 3.13 

shows RHEED images of two samples after Cu 40 A deposition on (a) non-miscut 

Si(lll) 7x7 substrate and (b) 4°-miscut Si(lll) 7x7 substrate. Again, for the 

4°-miscut wafer, the RHEED image (see Figure 3.13 (b)) shows a 4° tilt after Cu de

position compare to the non-miscut Cu RHEED image. For both cases, the electron 

beam is closely parallel to the [112] axis of the Si(lll) substrates and sharp streak 

patterns indicated that an fcc(lll) structure with high crystallinity is epitaxially 

grown. 

Ex situ BLS measurements were performed for these samples described above to 

examine substrate effect on magnetic anisotropy of Co films. Figure 3.14 shows the 

magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency shift and scattering intensity 

in Co 5 ML films, grown on two different Si(lll) substrates. The non-miscut sample, 

represented by the solid circles in Figure 3.14(a), exhibits the typical characteristic 
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FIGURE 3.14. Field dependence of spin-wave Brillouin frequency ((a) and (b)) and scat
tering intensity ((c) and (d)) in Co 5 ML films sandwiched between a 2 ML Au underlayer 
and a 35 A Au overlayer for two different Si(lll) substrates. Figure (a) and (c) are for 
the sample on non-miscut Si(lll) (circles) and Figure (b) and (d) are for the sample on 
4°-miscut Si(lll) (squares). The solid lines are the calculated best fits and the dotted 

line is a calculation made without a /vi" term [see Eq. 3.3]. For the 4°-miscut sample, 
an additional fitting parameter {6) is used in the actual calculation. For detailed fitting 
parameters can be seen in Table 3.1 for non-miscut sample and 3.2 for 4°-miscut sample. 

PMA spectrum[77. 54, 68]. The solid lines are calculated best fits as described in the 

previous section. The dotted line shown in Figure 3.14(a) is calculated fit without 

second order uniaxial anisotropy constant (Au = 0) in the magnetic anisotropy 

energy expression. The best fit values for this sample are g = 2.05, = 16.25 

xlO® erg/cm^, and A'u^' = 26.6 xlO"' erg/cm^. This sample shows a critical field 
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at 5 kOe. For the sample on 4°-miscut surface, however, the spin-wave frequency 

dependence on the external field exhibits anomalous behavior. Figure 3.14(b) shows 

the measured spin-wave frequency of the Co 5 ML sample on 4°-raiscut Si(lll). This 

curved spectrum does not support either characteristic behavior of PMA or in-plane 

anisotropy ' according to the spin-wave calculation which is described in Section 3.1.1 

and Appendix B. 

However, the polar magneto-optic Kerr effect (pMOKE) study on the Co 5 ML 

sample grown on 4°-miscut Si(lll) surface shows uniaxial anisotropy [6'Oj. This 

uniaxial anisotropy indicates this sample has PXLA.. The coercivity of this sample 

is about 320 Oe which is larger than that of the sample grown on the non-miscut 

Si(lll) wafer. The coercivity of the Co 5 ML sample on the non-miscut surface is 

110 Oe. 

Figure 3.14(c) shows the spin-wave Brillouin signal intensity of the Co 5 ML 

sample on non-miscut Si(lll) surface. The scattering intensity becomes a maximum 

near the critical field. Although the scattering intensities were not compared with 

theory in this study, their qualitative dependence on magnetic field is sufficient to 

reveal the magnetic properties of the samples [85]. Therefore, the scattering intensity 

profile can be used as a tool to examine the existence of P^LA. in the samples. The 

BLS intensity of Co 5 ML on the 4°-miscut Si(lll) surface is shown in Figure 3.14(d). 

According to this Figure, there exists a critical field about 6.5 kOe for the sample on 

4°-miscut Si(lll) surface which is somewhat larger that that of 5 kOe for the sample 

on non-miscut Si(lll). 

These two experimental results are in apparent contradiction with each other; 

the unusual spin-wave frequency measurements revealing no P^LA, and the scatter

ing intensity and pMOKE measurements revealing strong uniaxial anisotropics. The 

possible explanation is the formation of multiple-domains on Co film on the 4°-miscut 

'The spin-wave frequency is linear with respect to the external field strength if the sample has 
in-plane anisotropy. See Figure 3 in Reference [84]. 
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Si(lll) surface. Since the spin-wave calculation which is described in Section 3.1.1 

and Appendix B is based on a single domain model, it can not be applied to the sam

ples on 4°-miscut Si(lll) surface. For simplicity, a two-domain model, one domain 

having PMA and the other having zero uniaxial anisotropy is proposed with an addi

tional fitting parameter, 5, in the spin-wave calculation. The parameter d varies from 

0 to I and is set to one for the samples on the non-miscut Si(lll) surface. The solid 

line in Figure 3.14(b) is the calculated spin-wave frequency within this model, such 

that the domain with PMA constitutes 399c of the sample and that without PMA the 

remaining 61%. Also, the domain with PMA is characterized with values g = 1.45. 

= 16.75 xlO® erg/cm^, and /vi"* = 0. As can be seen from Figure 3.14(b), the 

theoretical spin-wave frequencies for this simplified model agree satisfactorily with 

the unusual experimental curved spin-wave frequency dependence on the magnetic 

field. Also, the best fit value of the /v'f/' for the sample on 4°-miscut Si(lll) surface 

is larger than for the sample on non-miscut Si(lll) surface, which is consistent with 

the scattering intensity meiisurement results. 

However, the (/-factor seems to be too small in this calculation indicating more 

sophisticate treatments are needed and additional studies such as morpliolog)- studies 

are also required for better understanding. For example, for the samples on non-

miscut Si(lll) wafer, spin-wave frequency shifts found to be independent of the 

angle between the in-plane crystal axis and the applied field. This indicates that the 

effect of in-plane anisotropy fields on the spin-wave energ>- is less than the 0.5 GHz 

which is our experimental resolution. But it may be different for the 4°-miscut wafer 

samples. 

The Au underlayer effect on Co 5 ML samples gi'own on 4°-miscut and non-

miscut wafers is shown in Figure 3.15. For the sample on the non-miscut Si(lll) 

substrate, PMA (or critical field) increases with underlayer thickness due to the in-

plane lattice mismatch between Au underlayer and Co. These underlayer effects will 

be discussed in the following section. The critical field of the Co 5 ML sample on 
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the 4°-miscut Si(lll) substrate also increases with underlayer Au thickness. The 

first order uniaxial anisotropy constants for the samples on 4°-miscut Si(lll) 

surface are larger than that of the samples on non-miscut Si(lll) surface. The 

additional fitting parameter, d also tends to decrease as the Au underlayer thickness 

increases, even though 6 for Au 3 ML sample is larger than that for Au 2.5 ML 

sample. The fitting parameters for the samples on 4°-miscut Si(lll) wafer are listed 

in Table 3.2 and the detailed fitting parameters for the samples on non-miscut Si(lll) 

wafer are listed in Table 3.3. 

T.-\BLE 3.2. Magnetic parameters determined by fitting calculations for various underlayer 
.A.U thicknessc;: at Co 5 ML film on 4°-miscut Si(lll) surface. See Figure 3.15 for actual 
graphs. 

Au thickness 

(ML) 

(/-factor 

(10® erg/cm^) 

/vl" 

(10® erg/cm^) 

S 

0 1.959 11.17 0 1 

1 2.015 11.77 0 I 

1.5 1.502 15.26 0 0.44 

2 1.45 16.75 0 0.386 

2.5 1.403 17.38 0 0.34 

3 1.522 17.89 0 0.416 
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FIGURE 3.15. Field dependence of spin-wave Brillouin frequency in Co 5 ML films sand
wiched between an Au underlayer and a 35 A Au overlayer for two different Si(lll) sub
strates. Black circle for non-miscut wafer and black square for 4°-miscut wafer. The solid 
lines are calculated best fits. For detailed fitting parameters can be seen in Table 3.1 and 
3.2. 
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3.2.3 Au underlayer dependence 

It has been reported that a Au underlayer inserted between Co and Cu modifies the 

magnetic anisotropy of the ultra-thin Co film [77]. This modification of the PMA 

due to a Au underlayer is explained in this section. Also, deposition of a Co layer 

on a transition metal layer has been reported to show non-monotonic dependence 

of perpendicular anisotropy on the thickness of the transition metal layer [86]. This 

non-monotonic dependence of PMA is also discussed in this section. 

All the samples discussed in this section are grown on non-miscut Si(lU) surfacc 

followed by Cu 40 A buffer layer at room temperature. For the strain effect, a stepped 

wedge of a Au interlayer with various thickness from 0 to 3 monolayers (MLs) was 

deposited using computer controlled moving shutter. After the Au-stepped wedge 

was deposited, the substrate was again rotated (12 RP.\[) for the uniformity of the 

sample and Co was deposited followed by Au overlayer. Figures 3.16. 3.17. 3.18. 

and 3.19 show the spin-wave frequency dependence of the Co 3. 4. 5. and 6 ML sample, 

described above, as a function of the external magnetic field, respectively. The 35 

A Au was used as a typical thickness of overlayer to avoid possible contamination of 

under magnetic Co layer, since BLS measurements were done outside vacuum. 

First, Figure 3.16 shows the spin-wave frequency shift of the 3 ML Co sample, 

Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/AU 0. 1, 1.5 ML/CO 3 ML/Au 35 A, as a function of the exter

nal magnetic field. This shows that the critical field increases with Au underlayer 

thickness. For thicker Au underlayers, (greater than 2 ML) the spectrum was out of 

our measurement range (PMA is too large to measure in our current setup) due to 

the limitation of the magnetic field strength. It is not clear whether the PMA has 

minimum at the Au 0 ML or the Au 1 ML in this sample, since I could not get the 

spectrum below critical field for the Au 0 ML sample. Therefore, the fitting results for 

these samples (see Figure 3.16) do not give exact magnetic anisotropy information. 

In other words, there is uncertainty in the values of the critical field and and the 
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amount of the PMA in this particular sample specially, it is impossible to speculate 

the /vi"' value. The spin-wave frequency shift of a 5 ML Co sample, Si(lll)/Cu 40 

A/Au 0, 1. L5. 2. 2.5, 3 ML/Co 5 ML/Au 35 A, as a function of external field is 

shown in Figure 3.18. Again, it is not easy to determine the non-monotonic behavior 

of the PMA because the critical field is too low. This is also true for a 6 ML Co film. 

Figure 3.19 shows the spin-wave frequency shift of a 6 ML Co sample. Si(lll)/Cu 40 

A/Au 0. 1. 1.5. 2, 2.5. 3 ML/Co 6 ML/Au 35 A. as a function of external field. When 

the external field is smaller than the critical field, the spin-wave intensity gets very 

low and the peak broadens. Therefore, the spectrum is very sensitive to the sample 

quality. Any slight variation on sample, e.g. roughness, can prevent determination 

of the exact critical field. Fortunately. I could observe the non-monotonic behavior 

for the 4 ML Co sample. Figure 3.17 shows tlie spin-wave frequency shift of a Co 

4 ML sample. Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/AU 0. 1, L5, 2, 2.5. 3 ML/Co 4 ML/.Au 35 A. as a 

function of e.xternal field. It is clearly that the Au 1 ML sample (Figure 3.17(b) htis 

the minimum PMA (or critical field. rather than the .\u 0 ML sample. This 

non-monotonic dependence of agrees with that observed by polar Kerr measure

ments [86]. For the thicker Au underlayer (thicker than 1 ML). P^L\ increases with 

Au underlayer thickness due to the magnetoelastic effect caused by the Au underlayer. 

The transition region between the Cu and Au underlayer is very interesting. In 

previous structural analysis using RHEED in our group, no anomalous effect in the 

Au-thickness dependence of the lattice spacing and specular beam intensity is ob

served around 1 ML of Au. Therefore, the PMA reduction around 1 ML Au under

layer might not be related to the reduction of stacking fault density. One possible 

explanation for this unusual behavior is that the magnetic interface anisotropy is ver\-

sensitive to details of the electronic band structure [87, 88, 89], If the hybridization 

of electronic states at the Co and Au interface plays an important role in magnetic 

anisotropy, then variation of the confined underlayer band structure could cause sig

nificant alterations of the total anisotropy. Other possible effect that could degrade 
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the PMA are interfacial mixing and roughness at the Co/Au interface. The detiiilecl 

fitting parameters are listed in Table 3.3. 

TABLE 3.3. Magnetic parameters determined by fitting calculations for various underlayer 
Au thicknesses at Co 3. 4, 5, and 6 ML. 

Co thickness Au thickness (/-factor l\u Figure 

(ML) (ML) (10®erg/cm^) (lO^'erg/cm^) 

3 0 2.213 16.28 0 3.16 

1 2.011 16.8 0.253 

1.5 2.2 19.4 0.3 

4 0 2.031 15.01 0.01 3.17 

1 2.111 14.3 0.202 

1.5 2.065 16.27 0.361 

2 2.046 17.63 0.361 

2.5 1.993 18.54 0.5 

3 2.038 19.18 0.342 

5 0 1.94 13.11 0.266 3.18 

1 2.06 13.43 0.254 

1.5 2.099 15.25 0.153 

2 2.05 16.25 0.266 

2.5 2.024 16.95 0.297 

3 2.016 17.45 0.335 

5 2.007 18.09 0.412 

8 1.962 17.93 0.599 

6 0 2.116 13.34 0.271 3.19 

1 2.115 13.11 0 

1.5 2.086 14.54 0.129 

2 2.09 15.37 0.128 

2.5 2.074 15.71 0.159 

3 2.051 15.98 0.154 
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FIGURE 3.16. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency in 3 ML Co films 
(Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/.A.U/CO 3 ML/.\u 35 A) for various thickness of Au underlayers. The 
solid lines are the calculated best fits and the dotted lines are calculations made without a 
A'I"' term [see Eq. 3.3]. See Table 3.3 for detailed fitting parameters. 
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FIGURE 3.17. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency in 4 MX Co films 
(Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/AU/CO 4 ML/Au 35 A) for various thickness of Au underiayers. The 
solid lines are the calculated best fits and the dotted lines are calculations made without a 
A'U"' term [see Eq. 3.3]. See Table 3.3 for detailed fitting parameters. 
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FIGURE 3.18. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency in 5 ML Co films 
(Si(lU)/Cu 40 A/AU/CO 5 ML/Au 35 A) for various thickness of Au underlayers. The 
solid lines are the calculated best fits and the dotted lines are calculations made without a 
/vl"' term [see Eq. 3.3], See Table 3.3 for detailed fitting parameters. 
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FIGURE 3.19. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency in 6 ML Co films 
(Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/AU/CO 6 ML/Au 35 A) for various thickness of Au underlayers. The 
solid lines are the calculated best fits and the dotted lines are calculations made without a 
A'U ' term [see Eq. 3.3]. See Table 3.3 for detailed fitting parameters. 
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Underlayer Au thickness (ML) 

F[GURE 3.20. Effective magnetizatioa densities in 5 ML Co films (Si(lll)/Cu 40 .4/Au/Co 
5 ML/Au 35 A) for various Au underlayers thickness. The negative effective magnetization 
density indicates, is oriented perpendicular to the film plane in zero external magnetic 
field. The solid line is guided for the eye. 

The PMA dependence on Au underlayer thickness is demonstrated in Figure 3.20. 

In this Figure, the effective magnetization density is piotted as a function of An 

underlayer thickness for a 5 ML Co film. This effective magnetization density is 

a useful quantity to visualize the magnetization direction of the sample when the 

external field is zero. A positive value means out-of-plane anisotropy and a negative 

value means in-plane anisotropy. The effective magnetization density saturates when 

the Au underlayer is more than 5 ML thick. This saturation coincides with the 

saturation of the in-plane lattice expansion from the RHEED analysis [77]. since the 

Ms does not change with the Au thickness. From the previous RHEED analysis [43], 

the average lattice constant of the An layer on the Cu buffer layer (fee Cu(llL)) 
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increases monotonically with increasing Au thickness ranging from 0 to 5 ML, at 

which point it has reached the bulk value. Co grows coherently on this Au underlayer 

interface. Hence, the lattice expansion of the Co layers also saturates with the 5 

ML thick Au underlayer. The strain in Co is also maximum at the Co/Au interface 

and relaxes gradually with the Co thickness. The in-plane lattice mismatch between 

Au(lll) and Co(lll) is around 15.04%. and between Cu(lll) and Co(lll) is L927c. 

The bulk lattice parameters of the materials used in this study are listed in Table 3.4. 

Therefore, the increases of both /v1/' and /vl"' above 1 ML of Au (see Table 3.3) are 

dominated by magnetoelastic effects due to the coherent growth of Co at the Co/Au 

interface. 

T.\BLE 3.4. hi-plane lattice constants of various materials [90]. Tlie spacings quoted are 
from room temperature (295 Iv). 

Materials Bulk lattice parameter 

(A) 

In-plane (111) lattice parameter 

(A) 

Si a=b=c=5.4309 3.84 ( = a / y / 2 )  

Cu a=b=c=3.6149 2.556 (=a/v/2) 

Co a=b=2.5071, c=4.0695 2.507 (=a) 

A1 a=b=c=4.0495 2.863 ( = a / y / 2 )  

Au a=b=c=4.0782 2.884 (=a/\/2) 
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3.2.4 Overlayer effect 

For the ex situ BLS measurements, Co samples need to be protected from possible 

contamination, which will affect the magnetic properties. Since this protective layer 

is directly attached to the top Co surface, it is important to study this top interface 

effect on magnetic anisotropy of the ultra-thin Co films. 

All the samples were grown on non-miscut Si(lll) substrates with 40 A Cu buffer 

layer. Figure 3.21 shows external field dependence of the spin-wave frequency for 

Co 4 ML films sandwiched between a 2 ML Au underlayer and a 35 A overlayer. 

For the overlayers, Cu. Al and Au are used. These overlayers grow epitaxially on 

top of the Co(Ill). forming a (111) surface according to the RHEED study. With 

an Au or Al overlayer, both the anisotropics are significantly larger than for the Cu 

overlayer. The first order uniaxial anisotropy constant (/vl'') is 18.11 x lO*" erg/cm"'. 

16.32 X 10® erg/cm^, and 13.91 x 10® erg/cnr^ for Au. Al. and Cu. respectively. This 

indicates that the sample with Au overlayer shows the largest PMA. The second order 

uniaxial anisotropy constant (A1"') is also the largest for Au overlayer sample. The 

detailed values are hsted in Table 3.5. The previous RHEED study shows that Au 

growth on Co is incoherent and strain-free for coverage greater Chan 1 ML [91]. A 

similar study done for Cu growth on Co showed no abrupt changes in the surface 

lattice spacing between Co and Cu [1]. Figure 3.22 shows series of intensity profiles 

measured across a RHEED streak pattern showing the time evolution of a Co surface 

as it is progressively covered with Al. The RHEED images were captured every 10 

seconds during Al deposition at a rate of 0.1 A/sec on top of 4 ML Co sample. The 

line spacing of this Co 4 ML is larger than bulk Co due to the Au underla3^er effect. 

This might be due to the 4 ML Co is under stain, since the lattice mismatch between 

Co and Au is 15.04%. The distance (screen position) between the specular beam and 

the diffracted beam is inversely proportional to the surface lattice spacing measured 

transverse to the electron beam direction (See Section 2.3 for the details.). From 
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FIGURE 3.21. Field dependence of the spin-wave Brillouin frequency for Co 4 ML films 
sandwiched between a 2 ML Au underlayer and a 35 A (a) Cu, (b) AI, or (c) Au overlayers. 
The solid lines are calculated best fits and the dotted lines are calculations made without a 
Ku term [see Eq. 3.3]. For detfiiled fitting parameters can be seen in Table 3.5. 
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TABLE 3.5. Magnetic parameters determined by fitting calculations for various overlayers 
(Cu, A1 or Au) of Co 4 ML films with 2 ML Au underlayer. See Figure 3.21 for the graphs. 

Overlayer 

35 A 

(/-factor AL'' 

(10® erg/cm^) 

rA-^) 
U 

(10® erg/cm^) 

Cu 2.08 13.91 0.26 

Al 1.983 16.32 0.211 

Au 1.945 18.11 0.559 

these line profiles, in-plane lattice constant (the magnitude of the in-plane c7i) can 

be determined by Equation 2.6. The line spacing of the A1 30 A surface was used 

as a reference spacing to determine in-plane lattice constant. From this reference, 

in-plane lattice constants are calculated and plotted in the bottom Figure 3.22. The 

in-plane lattice mismatch between Co and Cu, Co and Al. and Co and Au arc 1.969c. 

14.2% and 15.04%, respectively, (see Table 3.4 for the in-plane lattice constants based 

on bulk lattice parameters.) However, there is no abrupt change in the surface lattice 

spacing between Co and Al. Hence, it is possible that in-plane strain misfit might not 

be able to explain magnetic anisotropy alterations even though the in-plane lattice 

mismatch variation is very similar to the PMA changes. Another possible explanation 

is that the magnetic interface anisotropy variation might be related to the details of 

the overlayer band structure, since magnetic interface anisotropy is very sensitive to 

details of the electronic band structure [87, 88, 89, 91]. 

Figure 3.23 shows the effective magnetization density, {i7rMs)ejj of Co 4 ML films 

for two different overlayers (Cu and Au) as a function of the Au underlayer thickness. 

The circles represent the Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/AU (1 ~ 3) ML/Co 4 ML/Cu 35 A sample 

and the squares represent the Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/AU (1 ~ 3) ML/Co 4 ML/Au 35 A 

sample. The {4-Ms)eff for both samples decreases as the Au imderlayer thickness in

creases, which is an indication of Co PMA enhancement. This Co P^LA enhancement 

due to the Au imderlayer is already explained m the previous Section 3.2.3. The 
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FIGURE 3.22. Time evolution of line intensity profiles measured across the EIHEED 
pattern of a Co surface as it progressively covered by Al (top figure). The bottom figure 
shows in-plane lattice constant, measured from the above intensity profile, as a function of 
the film thickness. 
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FIGURE 3.23. Effective magnetization densities in 4 ML Co films, sandwiclied between 
Au underlayer and Cu 35 A overlayer and between Au underlayer and Au 35 A overlayer. 
The Au underlayer is deposited on top of the Si(lll)/Cu -10 A surface and its thickness 
varies from I to 3 ML. The negative effective magnetization density indicates. is oriented 
perpendicular to the film plane in zero external magnetic field. The solid splines are guides 
for the eye. 

Cu overlayer effect is quite dramatic. For the samples with Au 1 and 1.5 ML. the Co 

magnetic anisotropy with the Cu overlayer is in-plane. In contrast to Cu overlayer 

samples, the Co magnetic anisotropy with Au overlayer is out-of-plane when the Au 

underlayer thickness is 1 and 1.5 ML. Both samples have out-of-plane anisotropy as 

the underlayer Au thickness is larger than 1.5 ML. This imderlayer Au thickness, of 

course, depends on magnetic Co layer thickness. Obviously, the difference between 

two {A~i\Is)eff values does not depend on Au underlayer thickness. The horizontal 

line at {ATrMs)eff = 0 kOe is drawn as an indication of different preferred orientation 
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of tlie Co magnetization. The positive (negative) value of effective magnetization 

density indicates in-plane (out-of-plane) anisotropy of Co films. The solid splines 

along with data points are guides for the eyes. 

(a) Co 3 ML (b) Co 4 ML 
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FIGURE 3.24. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency of various thickness 
of Co layer. These samples have 3 ML Au as underlayer and Au 35 A as overlayer (circles) 
and Au 35 A/AI 30 A (squares). All the samples are grown on top of the Si(lll)/Cu -10 A 
surface. For the Co 3 ML sample (a) without A1 capping layer, the critical field is above 
our measurement limit. The solid lines are the calculated best fits. See Table 3.1 and 3.6 
for detailed fitting parameters. 
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The overlayers used in this work are mainly protective capping layers. The typical 

thickness of the overlayer is 35 A. If this overlayer is thick enough then the magnetic 

properties of the under Co layer should not be affected by adding more layers on 

top of the 30 A overlayer. Figure 3.24 shows the magnetic field dependence of the 

spin-wave frequency of various thickness of the Co layer which are grown on top of 

the Si(lll)/Cu 40 A with various Co thickness. On the top of the 40 A Cu(lll) 

buffer layer, these samples have 3 ML An as the underlayer, Co layer and either Au 

35 A (circles) or Au 35 A/AI 30 A (squares) as the overlayer. It is clear that adding 

an additional layer (in this case. Al) on top of the Au 35 A overlayer modifies the 

PMA of Co significantly. These are remarkable results since a Au 35 .4 overlayer 

is thought to be thick enough to avoid any possible changes in magnetic anisotropy 

of buried Co layers. In general, adding additional Al layers reduces the PMA. This 

redaction is more significant for thinner Co layers. Figure 3.24(a) only shows the 

spin-wave frequency dependence of a Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/AU 3 ML/Co 3 ML/Au 35 

A/AI 30 A sample. Without an Al capping layer, the spin-wave frequency could not 

be measured, since the critical field is larger than maximum field strength obtainable 

by the magnet used in this work. Below the critical field, the spin-wave peaks are 

typically too low in intensity and broad to determine the peak positions. Since the 

film thickness is also so thin (Co 3 ML is about 6 A), it is not possible to measure 

in this particular sample. However, with additional 30 A Al capping layer on the 

top of the 35 A Au overlayer, the magnetic anisotropy of the 3 ML Co film reduces 

significantly, which is shown in Figure 3.24(a). The amount of the PMA reduction of 

the 3 ML Co sample due to the additional 30 A capping layer is the largest among 

other Co samples in Figure 3.24. For the Co 4 ML sample (Figure 3.24(b)), without 

30 A Al capping layer, the critical field appears 9.11 kOe. The critical field of 4 ML 

Co film with 30 A Al capping layer is around 7.04 kOe. Therefore, the amount of 

reduction for this sample is about 2 kOe. The critical field of the Co 5 ML sample 

(Figure 3.24(c)) with and without the 30 A Al overlayer is 4.32 kOe and 6.58 kOe. 
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TABLE 3.6. Magnetic parameters determined by fitting calculations for various Co films 
sandwiched between a 3 ML Au underlayer and Au 35 A/AI 30 A. See Figure 3.24 for the 
spectrum. 

Figure Co thickness g-factor /vi" A"'-' 

3.24 (ML) (10'' erg/cm^) (10® erg/cm^) 

(a) 3 2.062 14.19 0.158 

(b) 4 2.201 17.7 0 

(c) 5 2.037 15.77 0.377 

(d) 6 2.057 14.31 0.221 

respectively. For the Co 6 ML sample (Figure 3.24(d)), the critical field is 4.6 kOe 

and 2.37 kOe without and with the 30 A AI capping layer, respectively. All of the 

samples except for Co 3 ML, the amount of reduction in the critical field is about 2 

kOe. The fitting parameters for the Al capping layer samples (see Figure 3.24) are 

listed in Table 3.6. 

Since the lattice mismatch between Al and Au is only 0.73%, it is possible that 

the reduction of the PMA of the Co films might simply be caused by the addition 

of more material. To examine the origin of this PMA reduction of the ultra-thin 

Co films due to the additional Al layer, the effective magnetization densities of the 

Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/AU 1 ML/CO 4 ML/Au 35 A with additional layer samples are 

measured as a function of the additional layer thickness shown in Figure 3.25. On 

this sample, additional overlayers of either Al or Au are deposited on top of the Au 

35 A overlayer. Again, a positive {ATrMs)eff means in-plane magnetic anisotropy and 

a negative (47rA/s)e// indicates out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy. (See the cartoon 

in Figure 3.25.) The zero additional layer thickness indicates that the measurement 

is done at the Au 35 A overlayer surface. The effective magnetization density of this 

Co film before additional layer deposition shows the out-of-plane anisotropy. Adding 

an additional 5 A of Al layer on top of the Au 35 A layer shghtly decreases the PMA 
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of the 4 ML Co. After 20 A of A1 deposition, the measured effective magnetization 

density shows that the preferred orientation of the magnetization of the 4 ML Co film 

is in-plane. Additional A1 deposition on the top of 20 A A1 layer does not change 

effective magnetization density of the 4 ML Co film. In other words, it (effective 

magnetization density) saturates after 20 A A1 capping layer. On the other hand, 

adding an additional Au on top of the Au 35 A overlayer does not mtike any difference 

to the P^LA of the 4 ML Co. This indicates that the reduction of the PNL\ due to 

an additional Al capping layer (see Figure 3.24) is mainly .W itself even though the 

in-plane lattice mismatch between Au and Al is only 0.739c. For a more detailed 

n 

- 2 -

30 40 20 10 0 

Additional layer thickness (A) 

FIGURE 3.25. Effective magnetization density as a function of additional overlayer thick
ness for a sample of the form Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/Au 1 ML/Co 4 ML/Au 35 A/ Al or Au. 
The zero thickness point indicates that the measurement is done at the Au 35 A overlayer 
surface. Circles represent additional Al layer and squares represent additional Au layer. 
The solid lines are guides for the eyes. 
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understanding, I have also examined this effect for different Au overlayer thiclcness. 

Figure 3.26 shows the effective magnetization density as a function of the Au overlayer 

thickness of the Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/AU 1 ML/Co 4 ML/Au/Al -5 (30) A samples. The 

Au overlayer thickness varies from 0 to 35 A. The sohd lines are guides for the eyes. 

For the 5 A Al sample (Figure 3.26(a)), the effective magnetization density is positive 

(in-plane magnetization) without a Au overlayer. Since the Al capping layer is only 

•5 A thick, it is likely that some of the Co magnetic layer (or all of the Co) is o.xidized. 

Inserting 10 A of Au between the 4 ML Co and the 5 A Al layers, the PMA of the 4 ML 

Co film becomes negative, indicating the preferred orientation of Co magnetization is 

out-of-plane. This might be related to the interface anisotropy which can be induccd 

in the presence of the interface between Co and Al overlayer. The samples with 20 

.A Au between Co and Al shows even larger PMA than that with 10 A Au sample. 

Additional Au layer between Co and 5 A Al does not make much different. It seems 

(a) Al 5 A • 

\ 

(b) Al 30 A-

* " ^ ^ 

(a) Al 5 A • 

\ 

• 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

Au overlayer thickness (A) Au overlayer thickness (A) 

FIGURE 3.26. Effective magnetization density as a function of the Au overlayer thickness 
of Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/AU 1 ML/CO 4 ML/Au X/Al 5 (30) A films. The solid lines are guides 
for the eyes. 
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that the effective magnetization density then saturates after deposition of a 20 A Au 

overlayer. On the other hand, for the thicker Al capping layer (Al 30 A) sample, there 

is a slight increase in the PMA as the Au overlayer thickness increases. However, this 

variation can be easily within an measurement error. Therefore, there might be no 

Au insertion effect in this sample (see Figure 3.26(b)). It is also obvious that PMA 

of 4 ML Co film with the Al 30 A (Figure 3.26(b)) is smaller than that with the .Al 

5 A sample (Figure 3.26(a)). This suggests that a thicker Al capping layer induces a 

larger PMA reduction. 
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FIGURE 3.27. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency of Co 4 ML films, 
sandwiched between Au 2 ML and overlavers. For the overlavers, Au 35 A, Al 35 A, Al 35 
A/AU 35 A and Au 35 A/AI 35 A are used. The solid line is the calculated best fit for the 

Al 35 A overlayer sample. The fitting parameters, (/-factor, and A'u"' are 1.983, 16.32 
X 10® erg/cm^, and 0.211 x 10® erg/cm^, respectively. The dotted line is also the calculated 

best fit for Au 35 A overlayer sample. The fitting parameters, (/-factor, and /VJ,"' are 
1.945, 18.11 X 10® erg/cm^, and 0.559 x 10® erg/cm^, respectively. 
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When the Al layer is on the top of the Co magnetic layer, the PMA is smaller 

than that with a Au overlayer. (See Figure 3.21(b) and (c).) An additional layer 

is deposited on the top of Al overlayer to examine this capping layer effect on Al 

overlayer samples. In contrast to the Al additional laver on the cop of the Au overla>-cr 

sample, adding Au on top of the Al overlayer does not change the PMA of the buried 

Co film. Figure 3.27 shows magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frec[uency of 

Co 4 ML films, sandwiched between Au 2 ML and overlayers. The solid line is the 

fitting result for .A.1 overlayer sample (Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/.Au 2 ML/Co 4 ML/.-U 35 

A). The fitting parameters, ^-factor, and /\1"' are 1.983, 16.32 x 10'' erg/cm', 

and 0.211 x lO'' erg/cm^, respectively. The squares represent the spin-wave frequency 

shift as a function of the external field for the Si(lll)/Cu 40 .4/Au 2 ML/Co 4 ML/Al 

35 A/Au 35 A sample. I was able to fit this data with same fitting parameters used 

for the sample with the Al 35 A overlayer only. Surprisingly these spectra are also 

identical to the sample that has the Au 35 A/Al 35 A (solid circles) capping layer. The 

triangles indicate the spin-wave frec^uency shift of the Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/AU 2 ML/Co 

4 ML/Au 35 A sample as a function of the external magnetic field. The dotted line 

also indicates the fitted results of this sample. The detailed fitting parameters are 

listed in Figure 3.27 caption. The cause of this unusual effect is still an unanswered 

question. It is possible that interface interdiffusion between Al and Co will prevent 

further misfit strain effect due to the capping layers. However, there is no noticeable 

evidence on interface interdiffusion according to the RHEED study done in our group. 

Since, RHEED is not sensitive to determine interdiffusion happening with monolayer. 

Further structural analysis is required for better understanding. Also, if there exists 

the interdifussion at the Co/Al interface, then the overall Co magnetization will 

reduce due to the magnetically dead layer formation. In the previous section, the 

thinner Co layer sample has the larger PMA which it is not the case. This leads that 

the hybridization of the electronic structure between Co and transition metals might 

be a dominant effect on the interface anisotropy. 
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FIGURE 3.28. Magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency of Co 4 ML films, 
sandwiched between Au 2.5 ML and overlayers. For the overlayers. Cu 35 .4. Cu 35 .4/Au 
35 A and Cu 35 A/AI 35 A. are used. The solid lines are the calculated best fits. See 
Table 3.7 for detailed fitting parameters. 

The last example for this additional layer effect is for Cu. Using Cu as an overlayer 

gives the smallest PMA in the previous study. (See Figure 3.21(a).) .\n additional 

layer is deposited to examine the capping layer effect on Cu overlayer samples. Fig

ure 3.28 shows the magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequency of Co 4 ML 

films, sandwiched between a 2.5 ML Au underlayer and a overlayer. For the overlay

ers, Cu 35 A (circles), Cu 35 A/AU 35 A (squares) and Cu 35 A/AI 35 A (triangles) 

are used. The solid lines are the calculated best fits, and the detailed fitting param

eters are listed in Table 3.7. Adding additional layers (Au or Al) reduce the PMA 

of the Co film relative to that with Cu 35 A only. This PMA reduction due to the 

additional capping layer is similar to that of the sample with Au/Al capping layer. 

However, the amount of the reduction in term of critical field is relatively smaller 
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than that of Au/Al capping layer samples. The critical field of the sample with Cu 

35 A and with Cu 35 A/AU (A1) 35 A is 3.13 kOe and 2.42 kOe, respectively. The 

interesting result is that there is no difference in the magnetic properties the Co films 

with Cu/Au and Cu/Al capping layers. This is another indication of the detailed 

electronic structure between Co and Cu is an important factor to determine magnetic 

anisotropy of the ultra-thin Co films. The additional interfacial structures between 

Cu and A1 and between Cu and Au are also required in the near future. 

T.\BLE 3.7. Magnetic parameters determined by fitting calculations for Co 4 ML films, 
sandwiched between .A.U 2.5 ML and overlayers. For the overlaycrs, Cu 35 .4. Cu 35 .^/.•Xu 
35 A and Cu 35 A/AI 35 A are used. See Figure 3.28 for graphs. 

Overlayer f7-factor A-LR' 

(35 A) (10® erg/cm^) (10" erg/cnv') 

Cu 2.068 14.93 0.264 

Cu/Au 2.075 14.41 0.228 

Cu/AI 2.075 14.4 0.277 
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Chapter 4 

INTERDIFFUSION AND THERMAL STABILITY OF 
MAGNETIC TUNNEL JUNCTIONS 

For high quahty magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) devices, it is very important to have 

clean and sharp interfaces between the magnetic layer and insulator layer. Also, it has 

been reported that the tunnel junction magnetoresistance of these trilayer structures, 

depends on the anneal temperature [25. 26]. Moreover, for device applications such as 

magnetic random access memory (MRAM). thermal stability of junction structures 

is essential. 

In this chapter, I study the interdiffusion and thermal stability of MT.] structures 

using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). First. I give a brief overview of XPS. 

the experimental techniques and sample geometry. Later. I describe chemical evolu

tion in as-deposited and post-annealed samples. The content of this chapter is based 

on the published paper [92] and conference presentations [93. 94]. 

4.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, also known as electron spectroscopy for 

chemical analysis or ESCA) exploits the photoelectric effect to obtain information 

about the chemical composition and structure of a surface [95, 96. 97]. This method 

is based on the fact that each chemical element gives rise to a specific spectrum. For 

example, a standard Ag spectrum is shown in Figure 4.1. The spectrum from a mbc-

ture of elements is approximately the sum of the peaks of the individual constituents. 

Because the mean free path of electrons in sohds is very small, the detected electrons 

originate from only the top few atomic layers, making XPS a unique surface-sensitive 
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FIGURE 4.1. X-ray photoelectron spectrum of 300 A .Ag film on SiOo. 

technique for chemical analysis. Quantitative data can be obtained from peak heights 

or peak areas, and identification of chemical states often can be made from exact mea

surements of peak positions and separations, as well as from certain spectral features. 

In order to get detailed quantitative information, it is necessar}- to fit the spectrum 

along with background subtraction. The various fitting routines can be found in the 

Queen Mary University of London web site {www.chevn.qmw.ac.kr/swfaces). I used 

the program XPSPEAK v4 from Dr. R. Kwok [98] for the most of my work. 

4.1.1 Principles of XPS 

When a photon source (e.g., X-rays) is directed at a sample, the photons interact 

with the electrons present in the sample material. If a photon has sufficient energy, 

it causes an electron to be emitted from its orbital. Consequently, there will be some 
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atoms lacking electrons in the orbital shells from which photoelectrons have been 

released. To recover from this ionized state the atom can either emit another photon 

(fluorescence) or undergo an Auger transition [99]. The schematics of these processes 

are shown in Figure 4.2. From the principle of energy conservation, the energj^ balance 

equation is as follows; 

K E  =  l w - B E - o ,  (4.1) 

where h u  is the incident photon energy (1253.6 eV for MgKa X-rays. 1486.6 eV" for 

AlKa X-rays). BE is the binding energ>' of the atomic orbital from which the electron 

originates, and Os is the spectrometer work function, which depends on both sample 

and spectrometer. 

Auger electron 

Pnotoelectron .Photon 

FIGURE 4.2. The XPS emission process (a) for a model atom. An incoming photon 
causes the ejection of the photoelectron. The rehixation process (b) for a model atom 
resulting in the emission of a KLo^L-rs electron. Tlie simultaneous two-electron coulombic 
rearrangement results in a final state with two electron vacancies [96]. 

4.1.2 XPS measurement system 

The XPS unit used for my work, located in the analysis chamber of the Perkin-

Elmer 433-S MBE system, uses a Perkin-Elmer 04548 Dual Anode X-ray source to 

illuminate the sample. In this unit, it is possible to mount two different X-ray sources 

but we use two Mg-anodes (energy = 1253.6 eV, and width = 0.7 eV) to provide 
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FIGURE 4.3. Schcmatic representatiou of the PHI Model 550, ESCA/SAM system [LOO]. 

more intensity. The photoelectrons from the sample are detected using a model 15-

255 GAR angle-resolved Cylindrical Mirror Analyzer (CMA) (sec Figure 4.3). Pulse 

counting electronics and an EG.kG 1120 amplifier discriminator are used to collect 

the data and provide signal processing before the data is gathered by a computer. 

The same computer also remotely controls the energy analyzer of the CMA. as well as 

the electron multiplier detector. Detailed information can be found in the instruction 

manuals, and the calibration procedure is attached in Appendix C. 
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4.2 Sample geometry and experiment 

For the thermal stabiUty experiments, two different sample preparation methods are 

applied. First, samples were prepared using ion beam deposition at Motorola [101], 

In these samples, the plasma oxidation method is applied to obtain the insulating 

barrier layer. Another set of samples were prepared using the Perkin-Elmer MBE 

system with air oxidation of the barrier layers. These air-oxidized samples have a 

trilayer structure. 

4.2.1 Plasma-oxidized samples 

Two different types of samples were prepared for the interface interdiffusion and ther

mal stability study. The first set of samples I call the underlayer samples, which means 

the magnetic permalloy layer (NiFe) is under the Al-oxide barrier layer. The other 

set of samples is called the overlayer samples, which means the magnetic permal

loy layer (NiFe) is over the Al-oxide barrier layer. In the overlayer samples. 11 A 

A1 capping layer was used to prevent oxidation of the top magnetic layer. Various 

plasma-oxidized A1 barrier layers were also fabricated with different oxidation time 

and power. There is no break of the vacuum between permalloy deposition and pUisuia 

oxidation. Figure 4.4 shows sample structures used in this study. All the samples 

were prepared on thick SiOo substrates followed by Ta buffer layers. 

4.2.2 Air-oxidized samples 

Two ferromagnetic layers were separated by Al-oxide barrier layers. For the ferro

magnetic layers, Ni, Fe, and Co were used. For the barrier layer formation, the air 

oxidization method was applied for various oxidation times and barrier layer thick

nesses. 
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FIGURE 4.4. Phisma-o-xidizcd sample structures used for XPS study. 

TABLE 4.1. Typical XPS scan parameters used in this study. 

Material Scan range eV/step Pass Energy Time/step Xo. of Sweep 

(eV) (eV) (msec) 

Xi 880 ~ 840 0.05 50 50 500 

Fe 732 ~ 695 0.05 50 50 500 

A1 80 ~ 60 0.05 50 50 300 

4.2.3 Annealing experiments 

For the annealing experiments, the samples were placed in the Perkin-Elmer analysis 

chamber. The bcvse pressure of the chamber is lower than 1 x Torr. The 

samples were annealed under UHV condition for 30 minutes at various temperatures 

up to 500 °C. XPS spectra for the Fe, Ni, Co and A1 2p lines were collected at room 

temperature in the as-deposited and after each anneal. For air-oxidized samples. 

XPS spectra also are taken also after oxidation to examine the possibility of the 

magnetic underlayer oxidation. The scan parameters are listed in Table 4.1 above. 

1012(1) A 

Al 14.8 A + ox 

TaSOA 

SiOj 

Overlayer 
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4.3 Oxidation effect 

In this section, I explain the oxidation effect of the magnetic underlayer due to the 

plasma oxidation and air oxidation of the A1 barrier layer on top of this magnetic 

layer. 

4.3.1 Plasma oxidation 

Figure 4.5 shows Fe and Ni L-edge XPS spectra of underlayer samples tor 0 and 30 

second plasma oxidation on the A1 barrier layer. In the unoxidized sample. Fe and 

Xi both show definite metallic features (Feipj^, = 707 eV, Feop,^., = 720.1 eV. Niopj/^ 

= 852.7 eV, = 869.97 eV). After 30 second plasma oxidation on the A1 barrier 

layer, the Fe spectrum shows a distinct shoulder on the high binding energy side of 

each Fe 2p peak as an indication of FeOj. formation (FeoOg = 710.9 eV and 72-1.5 eV). 

This suggests that the oxidation front reaches into the top of the XiFe underlayer. as 

would be expected with sufficient oxidation time or if permalloy is interdiffused during 

plasma oxidation process. In contrast to the Fe spectrum. Xi stays metallic during the 

plasma oxidation process as shown in Figure 4.5(b). Although the peak separation 

between Xi and XiO (peak position: 853.8 eV and 871.29 eV) is small (~ 1.1 eV) 

and may be difficult to resolve, the XiO spectrum profile is qualitatively different 

from the metallic Xi and thus should be distinguishable. The line profile showing in 

Figure 4.5(b) is closer to the pubhshed metallic Xi data than that of XiO [96]. This 

suggests that Fe might preferentially react with oxygen. This preferential oxidation of 

Fe from the underlayer could be explained by Fe diffusing into the barrier layer during 

A1 deposition, then oxidized along with A1 during the plasma oxidation process. This 

Fe diffusion into the A1 barrier layer would have to be limited to a few angstroms 

away from the interface, because even the no-oxidation sample (A1 ~ 15 A) was 

exposed to air before (prior to) the XPS measurement. Or, the leftover oxj^gen from 

the plasma oxidation could reach the bottom of A1 barrier layer (the top of XiFe 
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FIGURE 4.5. Fe (left) and Ni (right) L-edge XPS data from SiOo/Ta 50 A/NistFeig 200 
A/Ni.i8Fe52 10 A/A1 14.8 A structure with 30 second plasma oxidation and without. The 
Fe data show the increasing effect on the oxidized Fe in the NiFe underlayer interfaced 
with an Al oxide overlayer after 30 second plasma oxidation. In contri^st, the Ni is not 
oxidized as-deposited, and it is unaffected by the oxidation process. The solid vertical lino 
indicates the metallic peak position and the dotted vertical line indicates the metal-oxide 
peak position. 

layer) and oxidize the Fe. However, this still does not fully explain the preferential 

oxidation. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is an alternative method to examine 

interface interdiffusion. Figure 4.6 shows cross-sectional TEM micrographs of two 

trilayers. The top picture (Figure 4.6(a)) shows an all metallic trilayer. NiFe 40 A/AI 

20 A/NiFe 40 A and the bottom picture (Figure 4.6(b)) shows an oxide trilayer. NiFe 

40 A/Al-oxide 17 A/NiFe A. For the all metallic trilayer, it shows diffuse interfaces, 

low contrast, and poor layering. On the other hand, the oxide trilayer shows sharp 

and uniform interfaces with high contrast. However, the only difference between 

these two samples is that in the oxide trilayer has an additional plasma oxidation 

step before the top NiFe deposition. Therefore, the interface disorder shown in the 
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FIGURE 4.6. Cross-sectional Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs of 
ion-beam deposition samples, (a) NiFe 40 .4/Al 20 A/NiFe 40 .4 trilayer sample, (b) NiFc 
40 A/Al-oxide 17 A/NiFe 40 A trilayer sample. 

metallic trilayer must also be present in the oxide trilayer before (prior to) the plasma 

oxidation step. This suggests the possibility that there may be magnetic ions in the 

barrier layer, and some aluminum in the magnetic layers even though the oxidation 

front looks very sharp and flat. 
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4.3.2 Air oxidation 

The as-deposited samples show sharp and clear metallic peaks, indicating no inter-

mi.\ing between the barrier layer and the magnetic miderlayer during A1 barrier layer 

deposition. After oxidation, an XPS spectrum is taken to examine underlayer oxidci-

tion effect due to the air oxidation. Figure 4.7 shows Fe and Ni L-edge XPS data 

from the underlayer sample for various oxidation times. UnUke the plasma-oxidized 

samples, the magnetic underhiyer of the air-o.xidized samples are not affected b\' air 

o.xidation when the .\l barrier layer is thicker than 11 .4.. For the SiOo/Ta 50 .\/Fe 

30 A/Al 11 A sample (see Figure 4.7(a)), the Fe underlayer did not get oxidized even 

after 561 hours air oxidation. It is worthwhile to point out that magnetic underlayer 

gets oxidized if .\1 barrier layer is thinner than 11 A. 
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FIGURE 4.7. (a) Fe (left) i-edge XPS data from SiOa/Ta 50 A/Fe 30 .4/Al 11 A and 
(b) Ni (right) L-edge XPS data from SiOo/Ni 50 A/AI 15 A structures with various air 
o.xidation times. Unlike plasma-oxidized samples, both the Ni and the Fe are unaffected by 
the oxidation process. The soUd vertical lines indicate the metallic peak positions and the 
dotted vertical lines indicate the metal-oxide peak positions. 
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4.4 Chemical evolution during post-deposition anneal of 
plasma-oxidized samples 

In this section, I detail the thermal stability study of plasma-oxidized magnetic tunnel 

junction samples using XPS. As I described earlier, the samples were prepared in the 

Motorola Lab. in Phoenix using ion beam deposition method. Even though the 

samples are not typical MTJ structures (usually MTJs are trilayer structures), there 

growth parameters and barrier layer thickness are typical values for the real MTJ 

structures. In the first part of this section, I will discuss the thermal stabihty issues 

of the underlayer samples. For the overlayer samples, it will be discussed later part 

of this section. 

4.4.1 Underlayer 

First, the thermal stability of the underlayer samples is examined. Figure 4.8 shows Fe 

L-edge XPS spectra of the sample, SiOo/Ta 50 A/NisiFeig 200 A/N'i.igFesj 10 A/ M 

14.8 A 4- 30 second plasma oxidation, for various anneal temperatures up to 500 °C. 

The solid vertical lines indicate the metallic peak positions (Feipj/, = 707 eV. Fe^p, 

= 720.1 eV) and the dotted vertical lines indicate the metal-oxide peak positions 

(FeoOs = 710.9 eV and 724.5 eV). In the as-deposited sample, there is a distinct 

shoulder on the high binding energy side indicating some of the Fe formed Fe203 

due to the plasma oxidation as I described in the previous section. After anneal. F(?-

oxide peak intensity is reduced. However some of the Fe still remains oxidized after 

the 250 °C anneal. This is verj' unusual result since some of the magnetic tunnel 

junction structures demonstrated maximum junction magnetoresistance around this 

anneahng temperature [25, 26]. Even after the 300 °C anneal, some of the Fe still 

remains oxidized. However, the Fe metalhc peaks are getting sharper after anneal. 

Therefore, Fe spectrum gets more metallic after anneal. 

On the other hand, there is no noticeable chemical shift in the Ni spectrum as-
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FIGURE 4.8. Fe L-edge XPS data from SiOo/Ta 50 .4/Ni8iFei9 200 A/Ni.tsFe5j 10 A/.^l 
oxide 14.8 A structure with 30 second pitisma oxidation. The spectrum shows the reducing 
effect on the oxidized Fe in the permalloy vmderlayer interfaced with an Al-oxide overlayer 
upon annealing. The solid vertical lines indicate the metallic peak positions and the dotted 
vertical lines indicate the metal-oxide peak positions. 

deposited and after anneal, shown in Figure 4.9. In the as-deposited sample, the 

spectrum shows no Ni oxidation. After the 300 °C anneal, Ni stays metallic except 

slight peak height increases. Again, the solid vertical lines indicate the metallic 

peak positions (NiQpj^., = 852.7 eV. Niopj^, = 869.97 eV) and the dotted vertical hnes 

indicate the metal-oxide peak positions (NiO = 853.8 eV and 871.29 eV) in Figure 4.9. 
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unannealed 
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FIGURE 4.9. Ni L-edge XPS data from the same sample described in Figure 4.8. Ni 
is not oxidized as-deposited, and it is unaffected by the anneal. The solid vertical lines 
indicate the metallic peak position and the dotted vertical lines indicate the metal-oxide 
peak position. 
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4.4.2 Overlayer 

Figure 4.10 shows Fe £-edge XPS spectra from the SiOs/Ta 50 A/AI 14.8 A (ox: 

32mT, 25 VV, 20 prm, 30 sec)/Ni.i8Fe52 10 A/Al 11 A overlayer sample. The top Al 

layer was deposited to prevent oxidation of the permalloy layer, since all the XPS 

measurements were done in a different vacuum system. .According to our study on 

evaporated samples with similar structure and Al 11 A capping layer, there Wcxs 

no oxidation of underlaying Fe or Ni layers even after the 561 hours air oxidation. 

Therefore, the dominant Fe-jOrj peak in the as-deposited sample (see Figure 4.10) 

is due to the plasma oxidation of the Al barrier layer. For a thicker permalloy film 

(20 .4 Ni-igFeso). there is some metallic Fe, shown in Figure 4.11. but the layer is still 

mostly oxide. This suggests a significant amount of interdiffusion or o.xygcn migration 
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FIGURE 4.10. Fe £-edge XPS data from SiOo/Ta 50 A/AI 14.8 A (ox: 32mT. 25 W. 
20prm. 30 sec)/Ni.i8Fe52 10 A/AI 11 A sample. Fe is oxidized as deposit and becomes 
metallic on annefiling. The solid vertical lines indicate the metallic peak positions and the 
dotted vertical lines indicate the metal-oxide peak positions. 
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during the deposition of the top magnetic electrode of MTJ structures, or possibly 

a reaction with residual oxygen left on the surface from the plasma oxidation step. 

Annealing this overlayer sample also results in reduction of the Fe-oxide peak. After 

the 500 °C anneal, it is almost metallic. It appears that the as-deposited sample 

for the overlayer is more oxidized than that of the underlayer sample. However, the 

underlayer sample has a thicker permalloy layer than the overlayer sample, so some 

of its metallic Fe signal may come from the thick NigiFeig (200 A) layer. For the 

metallic Fe peaks, they are getting sharper due to the reduction of Fe-oxide peaks. 

The remarkable thing is that the Fe-oxide peaks are still dominant after the 250 — 

300 ° anneal, which is known to be the optimum annealing temperature to achieve 

high MR [25]. 
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FIGURE 4.11. Fe L-edge XPS data from SiOo/Ta 50 A/AI 14.8 A (ox: 32mT. 25 W, 
20prm, 30 sec)/Ni48Fe32 10 (20) A/AI 11 A sample. For the thicker sample, there is some 
metallic Fe. The solid vertical lines indicate the metallic peak positions and the dotted 
vertical lines indicate the metal-oxide peak positions. 
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FIGURE 4.12. Ni L-edge XPS data from the same sample described in Figure 4.10. Ni 
is not oxidized as-deposited, and it is unaffected by the anneal. The solid vertical lines 
indicate the metallic peak positions and the dotted vertical lines indicate the metal-oxide 
peak positions. 

Figure 4.12 shows Ni L-eclge XPS spectra for the overlayer sample which is de

scribed in Figure 4.10. In contrast to the Fe. Ni stays metallic in the as-deposited 

sample and is not affected during the annealing process, except for an increase of the 

spectrum peak intensity. Even after the 500 °C anneal, the spectrum shows a strong 

metallic Ni signal. 

Like the imderlayer sample, Fe only participates in this reduction process during 

anneal in the overlayer sample. It might indicate the initial oxidation is a crucial 

during anneal. Once it gets oxidized before anneal, there exists oxidation reduction 

process during annealing. If there is oxidation (or any other chemical shift due to the 

deposition and plasma oxidation processes) at the beginning (as-deposited), however, 

the material (for example. Ni) does not participate in chemical shift during annealing 

process. 
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4.5 Chemical evolution during post-deposition anneal of air-
oxidized samples 

After barrier layer oxidation, the top magnetic layer is deposited under UHV on the 

Al-oxide barrier. XPS scans are also performed before and after the top magnetic 

layer deposition to examine the chemical state of the barrier and bottom and top 

magiietic layers. For the thermal stability study, these air-oxidized samples were 

annealed at various temperatures under vacuum as described in the sample geometry 

section. In this section. I detail the thermal stability study of air-oxidized samples 

using XPS. In addition, in sitiL STM images are taken for the top magnetic layer in 

one case to examine changes in morphology due to the annealing treatments. 

4.5.1 Underlayer 

XPS spcctra of bottom magnetic layer for various anneal temperatures are described 

in this section. Three different transition metals were used as underlayers. 

First. Figure 4.13 shows Ni L-edge XPS data and peak intensity profile from the 

SiOo/Xi 50 .^/.-Vl 15 A -j-175 hrs o.\/Fe 10 A sample. As-deposited and after anneaUng 

at various temperatures, the Xi 2p peak stays metallic, indicating no noticeable change 

in the chemical composition due to the air oxidation, overlayer deposition and heat 

treatment. However, the metallic peak intensity increases with anneal temperature. 

(See the bottom Figure 4.13.) For example, after the 300 °C anneal, metallic Xi 

peak height is almost 700% larger than that of unannealed sample [102]. It is also 

noticed that the peak height decreases after the 500 °C anneal. At this piont. it is 

not clear what causes peak intensity decreases. However, this intensity variation with 

anneal temperature is an unexpected result and it is not limited only this particular 

structure. 

Figure 4.14 shows Fe L-edge XPS data from the SiOo/Ta 50 A/Fe 20 A/AI 15 A + 

117 hrs ox/Xi 10 A sample. Like the Xi underlayer sample, there is no chemical shift 
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of Fe as-deposited and after anneal. In other words, Fe stays metallic during air oxi

dation and post-deposition processing. The Fe metallic peak intensity also increases 

with anneal temperature. As I mentioned earlier, if the A1 barrier is thinner than 

11 A, the bottom magnetic layer gets oxidized which is demonstrated in Figure 4.15. 

As-deposited, most of the Fe is oxidized since the barrier layer is only 5 A. After 

the 250 °C anneal, the spectrum shows the Fe peak appears on the metallic reference 

Une. indicating chemical shift occurs due to the annealing process. However, there 

still remains some oxidized Fe feature in the spectrum. This remaining oxidized Fc 

feature almost disappears after the 300 °C anneal. Higher temperature annealing does 

not shift the peak position, but does decrease the peak height. This chemical shift 

during post-deposition processing is different than that of plasma-oxidized samples, 

in which oxidized Fe still remains after the 300 °C anneal. (See Figure 4.8.) This 

may be related to the different oxidation processes. 

For the Co underlayer sample, a strong metallic feature with a small fraction of 

Co-oxide shows in the as-deposited sample. (See the top Figure 4.16.) For this 

sample, the barrier layer thickness is only 10 .4. It is possible that o.\\-geti penetrates 

the thinner A1 barrier layer and oxidizes the bottom magnetic layer. After the 250 

°C anneal, most of the Co-oxide is disappeared, similar to the Fe underlayer sample. 

Further annealing also increases the metallic peak height. 
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FIGURE 4.13. Underlayer Ni L-edge XPS data from the SiOo/Ni 50 A/Al 15 .4. + 175 hrs 
ox/Fe 10 A sample (top). The solid vertical lines indicate the metallic peak positions and 
the dotted vertical lines indicate the metal-oxide peak positions. The bottom figure shows 
the metallic peak intensity profile as a function of the armeal temperature. 
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FIGURE 4.14. Underlayer Fe L-edge XPS data from the SiOo/Ta 50 A/Fe 20 A/AI 15 
A + 117 hrs ox/Ni 10 A sample (top). The solid vertical lines indicate the metallic peak 
positions and the dotted vertical lines indicate the metal-oxide peak positions. The bottom 
figure shows the metallic peak intensity- profile as a function of the armeal temperature. 
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FIGURE 4.15. Underlayer Fe L-edge XPS data from the SiOo/Ta 50 A/Fe 30 A/AI 5 A 
-f 196 days ox/Co 10 A sample (top). The solid vertical lines indicate the metallic peak 
positions and the dotted vertical lines indicate the metal-oxide peak positions. The bottom 
figure shows the metallic peak intensity' profile as a function of the anneal temperature. 
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FIGURE 4.16. Uuderlayer Co L-edge XPS data from the Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/Co 20 A/AI 
10 A + 561 hrs ox/Fe 10 A sample (top). The solid vertical lines indicate the metallic peak 
positions and the dotted vertical lines indicate the metal-oxide peak positions. The bottom 
figure shows the metallic peak intensity profile as a function of the armeal temperature. 
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4,5.2 A1 barrier layer 

Unlike plasma-oxidized samples, air-oxidized samples do not require an additional 

capping layer, since the samples are only exposed to the air during the oxidation 

process. This allows us to monitor the oxygen and Al-oxide behavior of the trilayer 

structures. The top Figure 4.17 shows Al L-edge XPS data from the sample shown 

in Figure 4.13. The solid vertical line indicates the metallic peak position (Al 2p 

line = 72.9 eV) and the dotted vertical line indicates the metal-oxide peak position 

(AloO:j '2p hne = 74.4 eV). After air oxidation, most of the Al forms Al-oxide. The 

oxygen in the Al-oxide does not seem to move out from barrier layer after annealing 

at higher temperature. There is no significant chemical shift in the barrier layer 

due to the annealing process, however the .A.l-oxide peak intensity incrct\ses with 

anneal temperature. (See the bottom Figure 4.17.) This peak intensity dependence 

on annealing temperature is very similar to the underlayer XPS peak profiles exccpt 

at the highest annealing temperature. 

Al L-edge XPS data from the SiO^/Ta 50 A/Fe 20 A/Al 15 A -I- 117 hrs ox/Xi 

10 A sample are shown in Figure 4.18. As-deposited, the peak appears at neither 

the AloOa nor the metallic Al peak positions. However, this is due to the strong 

background effect of the top magnetic Ni 3p line at 67 eV. The Al-oxide peak moves 

to higher binding energy after anneaUng, while the peak height increases with anneal 

temperature. The exact stoichiometry of Al-o.xide is not known due to the limited 

resolution in our XPS unit. 

For the thinner Al barrier layer (5 A), the bottom magnetic layer is oxidized. 

(See Figure 4.15.) Al L-edge XPS data of the sample described in Figure 4.15 are 

shown in Figure 4.19. After annealing at various temperatures, the Al peak appears 

at higher binding energy- than the reference AI2O3 peak position (dotted line). This 

could be caused by additional oxj^gen from the bottom magnetic layer moving to the 

barrier layer and forming a different stoichiometry' than AI2O3. It is also consistent 
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with tlie chemical sliift observed in the bottom magnetic layer due to the annealing 

process. Again, it is not possible to identify the exact stoichiometry of Al-oxide due 

to the instrumental resolution. 
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FIGURE 4.17. Al I-edge XPS data from the sample shown in Figure 4.13. The solid 
vertical line indicates the metallic peak position and the dotted vertical line indicates the 
metal-oxide peak position. The bottom figure shows the Al-oxide peak intensity profile as 
a function of the anneal temperature. 
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FIGURE 4.18. Al L-edge XPS data from the sample described in. Figure 4.14. The solid 
vertical line indicates the metallic peak position and the dotted vertical line indicates the 
metal-oxide peeik position. The bottom figure shows the Al-oxide peak intensity profile as 
a function of the anneal temperature. 
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FIGURE 4.19. Al L-edge XPS data from the sample described in Figure 4.15. The solid 
vertical line indicates the metallic peak position and the dotted vertical line indicates the 
metal-oxide peak position. The bottom figure shows the Al-oxide peak intensity profile as 
a function of the anneal temperature. 
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4.5.3 Overlayer 

In this section, the chemical states of the top magnetic layer are examined. Figure 4.20 

shows Ni L-edge XPS data from the Si02/Ta 50 A/Fe 20 A/AI 15 A + 117 hrs ox/Xi 

10 A sample described in Figure 4.14. There is no chemical shift during annealing 

treatments except variations in peak intensity. It is clear that the as-deposited spec

trum shows maximum intensity, since it is the top layer. This metallic Xi peak height 

decreases as anneal temperature increases, as shown in the bottom Figure 4.20. This 

intensity variation also is not limited to this particular sample. Figures 4.21 and 4.22 

show XPS spectrum for Fe and Co overlayers, respectively. These samples also do 

not show any chemical shift duo to the annealing process. The metallic peak height 

of these samples also decreases as annealing temperature increases. 

Overall, all the air-oxidized samples with an appropriate A1 barrier layer thick

ness (thicker than 11 A) do not show any chemical shifts except intensity variation. 

This intensity variation can be classified general ways. All the magnetic underlayers 

(Ni, Fe and Co) and Al-oxide barrier layers used in this study show that the inten

sity increases with anneal temperature. However, the metallic peak intensity of top 

magnetic layers (Ni. Fe and Co) decreases as the anneal temperature increases. Since 

the electron escape depth is only limited to few tens of Angstroms, peak intensity 

variations during the annealing process might be related to interface interdiffusion or 

agglomeration of the top magnetic layer. Agglomeration of the top layer also would 

enhance the XPS intensity of underlayers (the bottom magnetic and the barrier lay

ers), since it induces larger exposed surface area of underlayers. To examine the top 

magnetic layer agglomeration effect, an in situ STM study was performed for a Co 

top magnetic layer. Figure 4.23 shows in situ STM images of the Co film on top of the 

Al-oxide for various anneal temperatures. As-deposited, it clearly shows small grains 

indicating a polycrj-'staUine surface. The tv^pical grain size is about 40 A and RMS 

(root mean square) roughness is 10 A. After annealing at various temperatures, these 
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grains increase in size and the RMS roughness decreases. After the 400°C anneal, for 

example, the grains are almost 100 A and RMS roughness is 8.9 A. There is no notice

able effect of top layer agglomeration according to this m situ STM study. Therefore, 

the only logical e.xplanation of these XPS intensity variation of air-oxidized samples 

is interface interdiffusion. 
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FIGURE 4.20. Overlayer Ni £-edge XPS data the sample described in Figure 4.1-i (top). 
The solid \-ertical lines indicate the metallic peak positions and the dotted vertical lines in
dicate the metal-oxide peak positions. The bottom figure shows the metallic peak intensity 
profile as a function of the anneal temperature. 
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FIGURE 4.21. Overlayer Fe L-edge XPS data from the sample shown in Figure 4.13 
(top). The solid vertical lines indicate the metallic peak positions and the dotted vertical 
lines indicate the metal-oxide peak positions. The bottom figure shows the metallic peak 
intensity profile as a function of the anneal temperature. 
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FIGURE 4.22. Overlayer Co I-edge XPS data from SiOo/Ta 50 A/Fe 30 A/AL 5 A -F- 196 
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FIGURE 4.23. STM morphology of the top Co surface for the Si(lll)/Cu 40 A/Co 20 
A/.A.1 10 A + 561 hrs ox/Co 10 A sample. 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this study was to understand the importance of interface effects in 

magnetic thin films and how the magnetic properties of ultra-thin films can be mod

ified by the presence of interfaces. In this dissertation. I have discussed how the 

magnetic anisotropy of ultra-thin Co films is affected by the presence of interfaces 

and by the interface interdiffusion. in addition to thermal stability problems in mag

netic tunnel junctions during post-deposition processing. In Chapter 1. I described 

the current issues in ultra-thin magnetic films and their relation to the interfaces be

tween magnetic and non-magnetic layers. The details of film growth and structural 

characterization techniques were explained in Chapter 2. The magnetic anisotrop\' 

of ultra-thin Co films was examined using ex situ BLS measurements in Chapter 3. 

Finally, in Chapter 4 the thermal stability of magnetic tunnel junction structures is 

studied using XPS. In this chapter, I close by summarizing the results obtained from 

the ex situ BLS and XPS studies, and discuss some future work related to the topics. 

5.1 The strain-induced magnetic anisotropy enhancement in 
ultra-thin Co films 

Using BLS, I have investigated the magnetic anisotropy enhancement of ultra-thin 

Co films of varying magnetic film (Co) thickness, using different substrates, changing 

Au imderlayer thickness, using different overlayers. 

5.1.1 Co thickness dependence 

The ex situ BLS study was performed to examine the thickness dependence of the 

magnetic anisotropy of ultra-thin Co films. In general, the perpendicular magnetic 
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anisotropy (PMA) decreases as the Co thickness increases. The spectrum signal was 

ver3' weak for the thinner Co samples and when the external field was lower than 

the critical field. The effect of the second order uniaxial anisotropy constant (A'i"') 

was also larger for thinner Co films. The PMA was due to an intrinsic anisotropy 

mechanism strong enough to overcome the extrinsic macroscopic shape anisotropy, 

which favors an in-plane orientation of magnetization. 

5.1.2 Substrate effect 

The magnetic anisotropy of the ultra-thin Co films with different substrates was ex

amined. The substrates used in most of the magnetic anisotropy studies of ultra-thin 

Co(Ul) films were non-miscut Si(lll) wafers. Using the industrial standard Si(lll) 

substrates. 4°-miscut Si(lll) wafers, the magnetic anisotropy of ultra-thin Co(lll) 

films showed unusual behavior. To explain this exotic spin-wave frequency depen

dence on the external field, a multi-domain model was proposed. With this proposed 

multi-domain model, the unusual the spin-wave frequency vs. external magnetic field 

dependence was well fitted and the existence of a critical field and uniaxial anisotropics 

measured in BLS experiments is also explained. From these experiments. I concluded 

that the substrate morphologj- changes the magnetic properties of ultra-thin mag

netic films in a way consistent with the existence of multiple-domains. However, 

additional studies are required for better understanding. For example, for the non-

miscut samples, the spin-wave is found to be independent of the angle between the 

in-plane crystal axis and the applied field. This indicates that the effect of in-plane 

anisotropy fields on the spin-wave energy- is less than the 0.5 GHz which is our ex

perimental resolution. But it may be different for the samples on 4°-miscut Si(lll) 

wafer. 
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5.1.3 Underlayer effect 

From the BLS study, I observed that the PMA of ultra-thin Co films increased with 

Au underlayer thickness. However, this PMA enhancement saturated when the Au 

underlayer thickness was 5 ML or more. According to the RHEED analysis, the in-

plane lattice constant of the .Au on Cu(Ill) reached that of bulk value. Therefore, 

the saturation of PMA of Co films with Au underlayer was related to the in-plane 

lattice mismatch between Au and Co. 

5.1.4 Over layer effect 

The magnetic anisotropy effect of Co films due to overlayers was also examined. 

Since the BLS measurement was done in air, the overlayer was necessary to avoid 

any possible contamination of the Co layer. LJ.sing different overhu-ers. ho\ve\x>r. 

the magnetic anisotropy of Co films was affected significantly. In this work, I used 

three various overlayers (Au. Al, or Cu) since they all grow epitaxially on a Co(lll) 

surface. The magnetic anisotropy of Co films (Co thickness was about 4 ML most of 

this work) with an appropriate .Au underlayer thickness (I ~ 3 ML) and overlayers 

(~ 35 .4) showed PMA. The observed PM.A. of the ultra-thin Co films with .A.1 and 

Cu ovlerlayers was smaller than that with a .Au overlayer. For the sample with Cu 

overlayer. the measured PMA of the ultra-thin Co film is the smallest. Since the in-

plane lattice mismatch between Co and Cu, Co and Al, and Co and Au were 1.969c, 

14.2% and 1.5.04%, respectively, the PMA variation with various overlayers might 

be related to the misfit strain between Co and overlayer. However, the electronic 

structure at the interface is also an important factor to determine interface anisotropy 

even though there is no direct evidence. 

An unusual effect on the PMA was observed when an Al layer was deposited on 

top of the Au overlayer. Since the Au overlayer was 35 A thick, it was expected that 

no changes in PMA would result from the additional Al layer. However, the measured 
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spectrum showed that PMA was reduced by adding the additional A1 capping layer. 

Currently, it is not clear what causes this PMA reduction. The misfit strain at the 

interface between A1 and Au could be one of the reasons even though the lattice 

mismatch, based on bulk lattice parameters, between Au and A1 is less than 1%. The 

reverse deposition order (Au was deposited on top of the Al) did not affect the PMA 

of Co films. 

5.1.5 Future work 

In this work. I have shown that the magnetic anisotropy of a film is influenced by 

the presence of interfaces. However, the detailed structural analysis such as in situ 

STM and cross-sectional TEM studies are still missing. These studies are crucial for 

better understanding of the origin of the PMA due to the interfaces. Currently, an 

in situ BLS measurement along with STM morphology study are being developed in 

our new MBE system, (see Figure 2.2.) This system will give an unique opportunity 

to explore the magnetic anisotropy effects due to the structural changes. 

I also demonstrated that BLS is a very useful tool to study buried interfaces with 

unparalleled sensitivity. Therefore, it is possible to extend this study into new fields, 

such as magneto-electronics (ME). Based on the fact that electrons have spin as well 

as charge, ME has attracted much attention recently. Future ME devices, in which 

the spin of the electrons is controlled, are expected to find applications based on 

hybrid ferromagnetic metal(FM)/semiconductor structures. The interface magnetic 

and electronic properties of the ferromagnetic/semiconductor heterostructures are key 

issues for this future device. The knowledge and techniques achieved in this study 

will offer a solid background in this future research. 
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5.2 Interdifussion and thermal stability effect in MTJ 

5.2.1 Plasma-oxidized samples 

Using XPS, I have investigated the ion beam deposited NiFe/Al oxide bilayers at var

ious stages of the junction formation, from initial deposition to after post-deposition 

annealing. I observed the evidence for significant oxygen, and possible Fe. transported 

during the oxidation step, the top N'iFe layer deposition, and the post-deposition an

nealing. This clearly had implications for the barrier height and sharpness, and in 

turn the maximum magnetoresistance (MR) obtainable from these tunnel junctions. 

Surprisingly, a large fraction of the Fe in the top electrode (nearly all of the first 10 

A) was oxidized in samples deposited under conditions known to result in MR. In 

addition, even in samples that have been annealed to temperature similar to or above 

those determined to optimize the MR (~ 230 °C), there was still significant Fe-oxide. 

The chemical and MR performance changes exhibited by these tunnel junction 

structures might be understood by considering their metastable nature in the as-

deposited state, and the thermodynamics of the various oxides that might form at 

each step, and by considering that the oxidation front and the interfaces might not be 

atomically sharp. For Fe. Ni. A1 and 0. AI2O3 had largest enthalpy of formation [103] 

of all the possibilities (-1675.7 kJ/mol). For a given stoichiometry, Fe oxides tended 

to have higher enthalpy of formation than Ni oxides (eg., Fe^Oa: -824.2 kJ/mol, 

NioOs: -489..5 kJ/mol). The oxidation and reduction behavior, observed in here was 

consistent with these data. In the deposition and plasma oxidation steps, some of 

the ox^'gen might go into the underlayer NiFe layer and reach preferentially with 

the Fe, leaving some of the Al unoxidized. When the sample was annealed. ox}'gen 

might migrate, and any that went into the Al-oxide barrier stays there due to the 

liigher stabihty of AI2O3, thus reducing the Fe. Note that this model was consistent 

with preferential 0 transport through Al grain boundaries, as well as with a uniform 

oxidation front proceeding past the Al/NiFe interface. An alternative explanation 
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was that the A1 and Fe preferentially interdifFuse during AI deposition, resulting in 

Fe-oxide in the barrier layer. This Fe might then migrate back to the FeNi layer during 

the anneal. For the overlayer oxidation, weakly bound surface 0 atoms might migrate 

from the AI2O3 surface to the overlayer Fe during deposition, and then migrate back 

during the anneal. 

However, there still remain many unanswered c[uestions including e.xact stoichiom-

etry of Al-oxide and Fe-oxide. Moreover, why the Ni stays metallic during the whole 

processes is still unknowii. The polarization of magnetic materials and Al at the 

surface due to the interface interdiffusion is also another unknown question. Under

standing the detailed magiretic structures at the interface will resolve some of the 

questions using neutron scattering or synchrotron X-ray experiments. 

5.2.2 Air-oxidized samples 

Unlike plasma-oxidized samples, the unannealed air-oxidized trilayers showed no ox

idation of the underlayer for barriers thicker than 11 A. This might be related to the 

fact that air oxidation process is less energetic than that of plasma oxidation. Dur

ing annealing process, there was no noticeable chemical shift in the top and bottom 

magnetic layers, except for metallic peak intensity variation. The metallic peak in

tensity of the bottom magnetic layers, in general, increased with anneal temperature 

except at the higher anneahng temperature. Currently, it is still not clear what causes 

the spectrum behavior after annealing at higher temperature. However, it could be 

complicated thermodynamic effects. For the top magnetic layers, the metallic peak 

intensity decreased as anneal temperature increased. All the barrier layers showed 

oxide cis-deposited, and maintained Al-oxide through entire annealing process. Its 

peak intensity also increased with anneal temperature. Some of the samples showed 

Al-oxide binding energ\' is higher than AI2O3 reference peak position. However, the 

exact stoichiometrv of the Al-oxide is not known due to the limited resolution in our 
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XPS unit. 

In general, the XPS peak intensity variation in this study could be interpreted as 

either top magnetic layer agglomeration or interface interdifFusion. According to an 

in situ ST\[ study on the top Co surface, there was no observable agglomeration of 

the Co layer. Therefore, these XPS intensity variation of the air-oxidized trilayers 

might be related to the interface interdiffusion even though there is no chemical shift 

due to the annealing process. 

5.2.3 Future work 

It seems that air-oxidized samples are more stable than plasma-oxidized since there 

was no observable oxidation effect on the magnetic underlayer and overlayer dur

ing air oxidation. However, their tunneling properties have not been compared to 

those of plasma-oxidized samples. .A-gain. their interface magnetic structures also 

have not been examined. Using high-resolution cross-sectional transmission electron 

microscopy at each annealing temperature will be very useful to determine interfacial 

structure at each annealing stage. 
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Appendix A 

STM TIP PREPARATION 

STM tips are in general made from cut-to-size pieces of high purity metal wire. To 

achieve high quality image, it is ahvays better to use fresh tips. And for this reason. I 

prepared STM tip in our lab using Omicron tip etching kit [50]. The threshold cutoff 

method (DC etching) is applied and the tip preparation methods are listed as follows; 

1. Prepare a NaOH-solution from 100 ml de-ionized water and 20 g NaOH pel

lets [104]. 

2. Fill the beaker of the tip etching device with part of the solution and insert 

cathode into the etching liquid. 

3. Use 0.38 ram diameter tungsten wire and cut (or break if annealed) off pieces 

for tunnel tips: final length 4- insertion depth (2 mm). 

4. Connect the electronics to the etching device using the provided cable set. 

5. Fix a piece of tungsten to a holder and insert this into the reception of the 

etching mount. Tighten and nuts firmly. 

6. Switch the control unit on and set the desired etching voltage 2.2. 

7. Switch the mode selector to "Tip Adjust" to move down the piece of tungsten 

into the center of the ring electrode by tiu^ning the handwheel. 

8. When the piece of wire touches the liquid surface (signal noise and "TIP IN 

FLUID" Ughts up) low^er the tip by another 2 mm (about 2 turns on the hand-

wheel). Make sure the tip is adequately wet. 
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9. Set the front panel display to show the threshold current and adjust the Thresh

old potentiometer for the desired stop current value, see Table 2.2. If this cur

rent is reached the etching voltage is cut and the etching process stops. Upon 

automatic switch-off the electronics gives an optical and acoustic signal. 

10. Set the OPERATION selector to "Threshold" and press START to start the 

etching process. 

11. The etching process produces Ho at the cathode and the tungsten wire is etched 

primarily at the liquid surface. 

12. Leave the tip is the solution until the end drops and the current ceases to flow. 

The power supply must be cut in the instant when the tip drops to ensure a 

sharp point. 

13. Remove the tip and dip it into the DI water at least 10 times. 

14. Check the shape of the tip with a microscope: for optimum quality, the tip 

should be a symmetric V-shape and the apex should not be resolved in an 

optical microscope at " x 500" magnification. 

15. Store tips is a dry environment (desiccator) or in vacuum. 

16. Thoroughly clean the tips with DI water again directly before use, otherwise 

N'aOH crystalUne may remain on the point. Additionally in-vacuum tip treat

ments, e.g. field emission or vacuum annealing (several minutes at 1000 °C and 

p < lO""' mbar), may be used if required. 
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Appendix B 

SPIN-WAVE FREQUENCY CALCULATION PROCEDURES 

The theoretical spin-wave frequencies are also calculated from the simphfied ferro

magnetic resonance condition [69, 70] 

(B.li 

where 

= HcosB - {A-M,),ffSin-6 + --y-sm^9. (B.2) 
•  ' *s  

UKlP 

and 

Ho = —{-^~Ms)eSfCos'9 + —sin'Ocos'd. (B.3) 

9 r.-(l) 

(47r.\/,)e/; = 47rA/,-^. (B.4) 

Here, H is the external magnetic field, 7 = gle|/(2mec) is the gyromagnetic ratio of 

the magnetic materials. 47rA/s is saturation magnetization. and /vl"' are the first 

and second order of the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy constants, respectively. 9 is the 

tilt angle in the equihbrium direction of the magnetization for the applied magnetic 

field, which is given by the condition of zero net torque on the magnetization in 

equihbrium as 

MsSind 
4A''"' 

H + (47r iV/s)e//cos0 ^-^sin'9cos9 
Als 

= 0. (B.5) 

In this calculation, the exchange field and magnetic damping have been neglected for 

simplicity. The full description is given in Reference [70j. Using the experimental 

spin-wave frequency, the gyxomagnetic ratio and two uniaxial anisotropy constants 

are fitted by means of a non-linear least sc[uare fitting method. This calculation 

result is identical to the calculation seen in Reference [68]. 
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Appendix C 

XPS CALIBRATION PROCEDURES 

1. Pass Energy Tracking Calibration. 

(a) Set up a survey, in the DPCMA program, for the following parameters; 

UPPER LIMIT: 1000 eV 

RANGE: .025 eV 

ev/STEP: .025 

PASS ENERGY: 10 eV 

TIME/STEP: 650 ms 

# OF SWEEPS: 1000 

DISPLAY: BINDING ENERGY 

ANALYZER MODE: RETARDING (ESCA) 

-Set anode energy for Mg; 1253.6 eV 

-Set work function, for 3.6 eV 

(b) Start Acquisition. Monitor IC to OC and adjust R71/A4 on ptiss energy 

board (p/n 607228) for 5.9 V. 

(c) Stop Acquisition. Change the pass energy to 200 eV and start another 

acquisition, Adjust R55/A3 on the same board for 117.6 V between IC 

and OC. 

(d) Change acquisition parameters to obtain a Ag3d peak. Adjust R81/B4 to 

ahgn the peak at 200 eV pass energj-* with the peak at 10 eV pass energ}-. 

(e) Rough in Ag3d peak from 368.3 by adjusting R56/F5 (fine) or R65/F6 

(coarse) on the retard supply board (p/n 610899). The exact peak align

ment may be done by using the work function in software. 
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(f) Set up for an Auger acquisition and use alignment mode to optimize an 

elastic peak at 2 keV. Adjust R48/D5 (fine) or R47/C5 (coarse) on the 

retard supply board for the 2 keV crossover. 

2. ESCA Peak Position Calibration. 

(a) Peak in range I (0 to 1200 eV) calibration. Adjust R56(fine) or R65(coarse) 

on the Retard board to move the peak into position. Fine supply adjust 

is R25. 

(b) Peak in Range 2 (1200 to 2400 eV) calibration. .A.djust R34(Hnc) or 

R35(coarse) on the Retard board to move the peak into position. Fine 

supply adjust R24. 
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Appendix D 

GLOSSARY 

AES Auger electron spectroscopy 

AFM Atomic force microscopy 

BLS Brillouin light scattering 

CCD Charge coupled device 

CMA Cylindrical mirror analyzer 

CMOS Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor 

D/A Digital to analog 

EIES Electron impact emission spectroscopy 

ESCA Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis 

FCC Face-centered cubic 

FP Fabry-Perot 

FSR Free spectral range 

GMR Giant magnetoresistance 

HCP Hexagonal closed-packed 

HF H\Todflouric acid 

JMR Junction magnetoresistance 
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LASER Light amplification by simulated emission of radiation 

LEED Lo\v-energ>' electron diffraction 

MBE Molecular beam epitaxy 

MCS Multichannel scaler 

ML Monolayer 

MOKE Magneto-optic Kerr effect 

MR magnetoresistance 

MRAM Magnetic random access memory 

MTJ Magnetic tunnel junction 

Nd:YAG N'eodymium yttrium aluminum garnet 

PC Personal computer 

PMA Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 

pMOKE Polar magneto-optic Kerr effect 

RA Resistance-area product 

RBS Rutherford backscattering 

RHEED Reflection high-energ\- electron diffraction 

RMS Root mean square 

RPM Revolutions per minute 

SEM Scanning electron microscopy 
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SMOKE Surface magneto-optic Kerr effect 

STM Scanning tunnel microscopy 

TEM Transmission electron microscopy 

TMR Tunneling magnetoresistance 

TSP Titanium sublimation pump 

UHV Ultra high vacuum 

XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
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